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Abstract 

Selective Laser Melting (SLM) is a 3D Printing technology, being one of the most known and 

preferred by the industry to build complex geometric parts, using 100% metal powder, and being 

a process virtually free from contaminations. As a relatively recent way of processing metals, it 

has been used to produce parts for the medical field (namely prosthesis), for the aeronautical 

industry (turbine blades), and conformal cooling inserts in the tooling industry, among others. It 

has even been used to build critical parts, to repair damaged or worn-down components, even if 

they are made in different metal alloys, obtaining a “hybrid part”. In this case, the metal alloy 

used in the SLM process is the AISI 18Ni300. Due to its mechanical properties, it is commonly 

applied in mechanical and structural components, as well as in tooling applications. It was one of 

the first steel alloys used by the SLM technology, not only, but also due to its low carbon content 

in its composition, reducing the risk of a crack arising during the processing of the material in a 

“cold process”. Due to these facts, the thesis research was focused in the assessment of the 

mechanical fatigue behaviour of different SLMed specimens’ formulations, and under different 

testing conditions, indicated below. 

The tensile behaviour was studied to assess the laser scan speed (200, 400 and 600 mm/s) 

influence on the achieved porosity and the mechanical properties. The best results were achieved 

for the scan speed of 200 mm/s. 

Fatigue endurance was assessed using the common 𝑆 − 𝑁 curves and cylindrical “bone-shaped” 

specimens for components obtained by SLM and hybrids (printed or SLMed on top of a substrate 

with a different metal alloy), tested under constant amplitude load and strain control, and under 

variable amplitude load by blocks. 

Fatigue crack growth endurance was analysed using CT specimens obtained by SLM and hybrids, 

under different stress ratios (𝑅 = 0.05, 0.3 and 0.6). The Paris law constants (𝐶 and 𝑚) were 

determined, and the “crack closure” phenomenon under constant amplitude loads and for single or 

by blocks overloads was also studied. 

The influence of the heat treatment was analysed, including its impact on the microstructure and 

the fatigue crack growth rates, and also on the effect of the overloads. The fracture mechanisms 

were studied, using scanning electron microscopy to analyse the fracture surfaces. 

KEYWORDS: Additive manufacturing; fatigue; fatigue crack growth; hybrid materials; selective 

laser melting.   
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Resumo 

A Fusão Seletiva por Laser (SLM) é uma tecnologia de impressão 3D, sendo uma das mais 

conhecidas e preferenciais pela indústria para construir peças com geometria complexa, utilizando 

pós 100% metálicos, e sendo um processo virtualmente livre de contaminações. Como forma 

relativamente recente de processar metais, tem sido utilizada para produzir peças no campo 

médico (nomeadamente próteses), na indústria aeronáutica (pás de turbina), postiços com 

refrigeração conformada na indústria das ferramentas, entre muitas outras. Tem sido utilizada até 

para construir peças críticas, para reparar componentes danificados/desgastados, mesmo se feitos 

em ligas metálicas diferentes, obtendo-se uma “peça híbrida”. Neste caso, a liga metálica utilizada 

no processo de SLM é a AISI 18Ni300. Devido às suas propriedades mecânicas, é usualmente 

aplicada em componentes mecânicos e estruturais, bem como em ferramentas. Foi uma das 

primeiras ligas de aço a ser utilizada pela tecnologia de SLM, não só, mas também devido ao seu 

baixo teor de carbono na sua composição, reduzindo o risco de surgir uma fenda durante o 

processamento do material num “processo a frio”. Devido a estes factos, o trabalho de 

investigação foi focado na avaliação do comportamento mecânico à fadiga de diferentes 

formulações de provetes obtidos por SLM, e para diferentes condições de teste, abaixo indicadas. 

Foi estudado o comportamento à tração para avaliar a influência da velocidade de varrimento do 

laser (200, 400 e 600 mm/s) na porosidade obtida e nas propriedades mecânicas. Os melhores 

resultados foram obtidos para a velocidade de varrimento de 200 mm/s. 

A resistência à fadiga foi estudada recorrendo às tradicionais curvas 𝑆 − 𝑁 e a provetes 

cilíndricos em forma de “osso” para componentes obtidos por SLM e híbridos (imprimido/SLMed 

no topo de um substrato de liga metálica diferente), ensaiados com controlo de carga e 

deformação a amplitude constantes, e com carregamentos a amplitude variável por blocos. 

A resistência à propagação de fendas de fadiga foi analisada usando provetes CT obtidos por 

SLM e híbridos, sob diferentes razão de tensão (𝑅 = 0,05, 0,3 e 0,6). Foram determinadas as 

constantes da lei de Paris (𝐶 e 𝑚) e estudado o fenómeno de “fecho de fenda” para solicitações de 

amplitude constante e também para sobrecargas únicas ou na forma de blocos. 

A influência do tratamento térmico foi analisada, incluindo o seu impacto na microestrutura e nas 

velocidades de propagação de fenda, e também no efeito das sobrecargas. Os mecanismos de 

rotura foram estudados, analisando por microscopia eletrónica de varrimento as superfícies de 

fratura.  
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1. Introduction and Objectives 

Additive Manufacturing or simply AM, is with every passing day becoming an unavoidable 

reality of the world. It has been a long-held dream since the existence of rapid prototyping that is 

becoming a reality through advances in the technological means needed to achieve it. 

At the beginning, the so-called prototyping machines, nowadays simply designated as 3D 

Printers, were only used for prototyping ends, evaluation, and as an important conceptual tool 

even for the purposes of aesthetics. It was not meant to produce parts for real applications because 

their tolerances and mechanical properties were unable to match the industry specifications and 

the end-user’s applications. The most common materials used were polymers such as waxes, 

thermoplastics and resins. 

With the technological evolution, the materials have evolved from polymers to reinforced 

polymers, metals and ceramics (e.g.: glass and alumina), and the use of engineering polymers 

(PEEK), silicones, metals, from the light-weight alloys, like aluminium and titanium, to high 

strength steels, nickel-based super-alloys, encompassing precious metals, like gold and platinum, 

refractory metals like tungsten molybdenum, and amorphous metal alloys [Chen et al, 2018; Wu 

et al, 2020; Greiner et al, 2017; Zeng et al, 2019; Velu et al, 2016; Wang et al, 2022; Concept 

Laser; EOS]. Today, it is theoretically possible to use any metal available to build “any part” 

using AM processes.  

At the present, the so-called 3D Printers are being used to produce almost everything needed, 

from metal components, through food, medicaments (pills), organs and houses too [Sheng, 2022]. 

The applications field is growing at the same time as the technology becomes available [Sheng, 

2022; Hubs]. 

Nowadays, there is still a lot of research in the field of AM because everyone wants to be able to 

do what they need and when they need it, with the required specifications and as quickly as 

possible. Other concepts are emerging like the “4D, 5D and 6D Printers/Materials”, creating new 

possibilities and providing the solutions for today’s issues [Ion et al, 2016]. 

This is definitely the present and it will be the future, until humanity reaches the “nD Atomic” 

Printers and Materials. 

In this way, the current thesis is meant to provide a deeper insight in the assessment of the 

mechanical fatigue behaviour of a 18Ni300 steel powder alloy processed by the SLM technology, 
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for fully SLMed specimens and for hybrid or discrete bimetallic specimens. In this research a 

hybrid specimen is achieved by adding the SLMed material on top of an existing preform, called 

substrate, achieved by conventional means and from different steel alloys. 

The results were published in specialty journals in the form of the following research papers: 

• “Fatigue behaviour of selective laser melting steel components”, Santos L.M.S., Ferreira 

J.A.M., Jesus J.S., Costa J.M., Capela C., Theoretical and Applied Fracture Mechanics, 

Volume 85, Part A, 2016, Pages 9-15, ISSN 0167-8442. 

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tafmec.2016.08.011. (Appendix I) 

• “Fatigue Behaviour of Hybrid Components Containing Maraging Steel Parts Produced by 

Laser Powder Bed Fusion”, Santos L., de Jesus J., Borrego L., Ferreira J.A.M., Fernandes 

R.F., da Costa J.D.M., Capela C., Metals. 2021; 11(5):835. 

https://doi.org/10.3390/met11050835. (Appendix II) 

• “Low-Cycle Fatigue Behaviour of AISI 18Ni300 Maraging Steel Produced by Selective 

Laser Melting”, Branco R., Costa J.D.M., Berto F., Razavi S.M.J., Ferreira J.A.M., 

Capela C., Santos L., Antunes F., Metals, 2018; 8(1):32. 

https://doi.org/10.3390/met8010032. (Appendix III) 

• “Fatigue Crack Growth in Maraging Steel Obtained by Selective Laser Melting”, Antunes 

F., Santos L., Capela C., Ferreira J., Costa J., Jesus J., Prates P., Applied Sciences, 2019; 

9(20):4412. https://doi.org/10.3390/app9204412. (Appendix IV) 

• “Effect of heat treatment on the fatigue crack growth behaviour in additive manufactured 

AISI 18Ni300 steel”, Santos L.M.S., Borrego L.P., Ferreira J.A.M., de Jesus J., Costa 

J.D., Capela C., Theoretical and Applied Fracture Mechanics, Volume 102, 2019, Pages 

10-15, ISSN 0167-8442. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tafmec.2019.04.005. (Appendix V)  

• “Fatigue crack propagation along interfaces of selective laser melting steel hybrid parts”, 

Santos L.M.S., Ferreira J.A.M., Borrego L.P., Costa J.D., Capela C., de Jesus J., Fatigue 

Fract Eng Mater Struct. 2019; 42: 2431–2440. https://doi.org/10.1111/ffe.13072. 

(Appendix VI) 

  

 The research was also present in the following conferences and events: 

• XV Portuguese Conference on Fracture (PCF 2016), Paço de Arcos, Portugal, 2016.  

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tafmec.2016.08.011
https://doi.org/10.3390/met11050835
https://doi.org/10.3390/met8010032
https://doi.org/10.3390/app9204412
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tafmec.2019.04.005
https://doi.org/10.1111/ffe.13072
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• XVIII International Colloquium on Mechanical Fatigue of Metals (ICMFM XVIII), 

Gijón, España; 2016.  

• XXXIV Encuentro del Grupo Español de Fractura, Santander, Spain; 2017. 

•  XVI Portuguese Conference on Fracture (PCF 2018), Universidade da Beira Interior, 

Covilhã, Portugal, 2018. 

• 18th International Conference on New Trends in Fatigue and Fracture (NT2F18), Lisbon, 

Portugal, 2018. 

• XXXV Encuentro del Grupo Español de Fractura, Santander, Málaga; 2018. 

• First International Symposium on Risk and Safety of Complex Structures and 

Components (IRAS 2019) Porto, Portugal, 2019. 

• 1st Virtual Iberian Conference on Structural Integrity, Coimbra, Portugal, 2020. 

  

The author was responsible for the production of the specimens, including the Additive 

Manufacturing/SLM process and all the postprocessing required to finish them, like milling, 

turning, grinding, heat-treatment, wired electrical discharging, drilling and polishing. The 

manufacture of the specimens was done at EROFIO S.A., under the supervision of the 

supervisors. The author, with the supervisors’ guidance and the help of the research team from 

CEMMPRE, contributed to the writing of published papers, participation in conferences and in 

the experimental tests carried out in the Department of Mechanical Engineering of the University 

of Coimbra. 

 

The following thesis has five more chapters, developed around the research work and the 

published papers: 

• Chapter 2: Literature Review – where the main 3D printing technologies and their main 

differences, trends from the global market and 3D printing industry are enumerated. 

There is a summary explaining fatigue principles, mainly applied to metal alloys 

traditionally obtained by casting, and research about fatigue applied to materials achieved 

by 3D printing technologies. 

• Chapter 3: Main Results and Discussion of Fatigue Life Assessment of Maraging Steel 

Components and Hybrid Formulations Built by Selective Laser Melting – summary of 
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results from fatigue tests from hybrid and totally built specimens achieved by the SLM 

technology, mainly regarding S-N curves and low-cycle fatigue behaviour under different 

load conditions. Closing the Chapter with the Appendixes of the published research. 

• Chapter 4: Main Results and Discussion of Fatigue Crack Growth in 18Ni300 Maraging 

Steel Alloy and Hybrid Formulations Built by Selective Laser Melting – the fatigue crack 

propagation assessment of the SLM specimens, including hybrid ones, and the influence 

of the post-heat-treatment. The overload and the crack retardation effect were also 

studied. The Chapter is closed with the published research works in the form of 

Appendixes. 

• Chapter 5: Conclusion and Future Works – summary with the main conclusions drawn 

from all the research work and some suggestions of future research topics. 

• Chapter 6: References – Last Chapter indicating all the literature and websites that have 

supported the thesis development. 

1.1. Objectives 

The main goal of the present thesis and research work involved is to evaluate and assess the 

mechanical properties and fatigue behaviour of the AISI 18Ni300 maraging steel alloy, and 

“hybrid” or bimetallic discrete formulations too, produced by the Selective Laser Melting process, 

more specifically by the LaserCUSING® process. This has been done for the material in “as 

printed” and heat-treated conditions and for different load conditions. 

It is important to mention that the fatigue results and achieved curves are not meant for project 

engineering but to provide in-depth knowledge about the material properties and to identify trends 

and limits that could validate the application of the AISI 18Ni300 material in the Selective Laser 

Melting process to build different mechanical components for aviation, motorsports, tooling and 

other industries that need mechanical components with complex geometries. Some of these 

industries require certified components due to the risk of failure and catastrophic fatigue rupture, 

which can lead to disasters and injuries. In many critical components, it is not enough to only 

assess the fatigue curves according to the scientific standards, through the tests of specimens or 

coupons, but to demand a statistical approach towards of the specific component integrity and 

their intrinsic fatigue properties, often creating metrics that attempt to create a correlation between 

“good mechanical properties”, at the material level, and the parts built by SLM.  
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2. Literature Review 

2.1. Main Additive Manufacturing Processes 

The following technologies and developments are briefly described and were identified by generic 

names accordingly to the different literature, and not according to any established standard, like 

the “ISO/ASTM – 52900:21(en): Additive Manufacturing – General principles – Fundamentals 

and vocabulary” [ISO, 2023]. 

2.1.1. Binder Jetting 

The binder jetting technique is a layer-by-layer process which uses powders that is distributed 

evenly on each layer in the building platform with subsequent agglomeration. The agglomeration 

occurs from the interaction between the powder and the liquid binder that acts like “glue”. The 

binder is deposited through an inkjetting/jetting system, drop by drop, on the areas corresponding 

to the built object. There are some materials available like polymers, ceramics, gypsum, sand and 

metals. [Shahrubudin et al, 2019] 

This technology is currently used to produce casting sand molds (Figure 2.1) for the industry, in 

the medical field for denture framework, surgical implants, bone scaffolds, and there are still 

investigation studies being conducted in pharmaceutics, for controlled drug release and in the 

electronic industry for capacitators and piezoelectric applications. [Ziaee et al, 2019] 

Binder Jetting is main advantage is that it can use virtually any powdered material to create a 

green part at high-speed rates, 200 cm3/min. A green part is the result of the binder jetting 

process, where its mechanical properties are mainly the result of interaction between the binder 

and the powder material, typically with densities around 50-60%. The parts are post-processed. 

Firstly, the debinding occurs and later the sintering (powder from the green part) or the infiltration 

(with a lower melting point material) to achieve higher densities and mechanical properties. In 

metals, it is theoretically possible to achieve densities higher than 99%. [Ziaee et al, 2019] 
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Figure 2.1: Casted metal part on the left and some of the corresponding sand mold components 

used and built by binder jetting, on the right [Ziaee et al, 2019]. 

2.1.2. Material Jetting 

Material Jetting consists of a layer-by-layer process and uses fine solid particles dispersed (they 

could be nanoparticles) in a liquid matrix and is very similar to the Binder Jetting. This is often 

called an inkjet process that uses a printhead to selectively deposit the material on the building 

platform [Shahrubudin et al, 2019]. The most used liquids are photosensitive materials that 

solidify under ultraviolet radiation/light, or they can use waxes [Shen et al, 2019]. The parts built 

by Material Jetting have a high dimensional accuracy and a smooth surface finishing. It is 

possible to print polymers, ceramics (Figure 2.2.b), metals, biologicals and multi-material 

[Bandyopadhyay et al, 2018; Tofail et al, 2018]. The typical post-processing includes the 

debinding and/or support removal, and final sintering of the green part in an oven.  

  

Figure 2.2: XJet material jetting machine (a) used to build a zirconia component (b) [Oh et al, 

2019]. 
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2.1.3. Material Extrusion 

The extruder systems for 3D printing, commonly called MEX (Material Extrusion), or by FDM 

(Fused Deposition Modelling), are quite simple and easy to operate at a low cost. They mainly use 

thermoplastics as extruded material and it is possible to extrude a multi-material and multi-colour 

part [Shahrubudin et al, 2019]. The thermoplastic is heated up to a semi-liquid state and then is 

extruded through a nozzle creating a filament that will be laid down on top of the building 

platform or the previous layer and will be freezing at room temperature. Some of the main 

disadvantages are the weak mechanical properties, the poor surface quality due to the step effect 

and the limited availability of materials [Ngo et al, 2018].  

There still exist some systems that are able to process thermoplastic fibre reinforced materials, the 

so-called composite materials, see Figure 2.3. These materials have better mechanical properties 

but have some issues related to the orientation of the fibres, fibre bonding with the thermoplastic 

matrix, and the formation of voids. [Ngo et al, 2018] 

The 3D printing extrude technology is currently being used to print plastic prototypes and 

functional parts, and to extrude food and living cells [Shahrubudin et al, 2019]. 

  

Figure 2.3: Mark2 extruder composite 3D printer machine on the left, and on the right, a built part 

where it is possible to see the Kevlar fibre in yellow, next to the outer border, reinforcing the 

black polymer and strengthening the final part [Markforged (1); Markforged (2)]. 

2.1.4. Vat Photopolymerisation 

The Vat Photopolymerisation, also known as stereolithography (SLA), is a technique that uses 

photo-reactive polymers in a liquid state like acrylic or epoxy resins [Shahrubudin et al, 2019; 

Ngo et al, 2018]. The resins have a photo initiator that will be irradiated by a laser or an UV light, 

which will trigger, under certain conditions, the polymerization chemical reaction [Shahrubudin et 
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al, 2019]. The polymerization process consists of the solidification of the resin of the 

corresponding layer of the part and occurs inside the vat. The process can use resins with some 

dispersed ceramics, dyes and pigments. It is a process that can create parts with high precision and 

micro details [Chartrain et al, 2018] with a smooth surface. However, it still needs support 

structures [Mitchell et al, 2018] and is limited to photopolymers resins, which limits the 

mechanical properties, even after full curing in an oven [Ngo et al, 2018]. It has been used to 

produce several parts for the industry and for small custom parts, such as removable teeth aligners 

and hearing aids [Thompson et al, 2016] as well as to build scaffolds (Figure 2.4.b) for tissue 

engineering [Chartrain et al, 2018]. 

 

Figure 2.4: Hearing aids (a) [Thompson et al, 2016] built by vat photopolymerisation and an 

example of a scaffold for tissue engineering built by micro-photopolymerisation (b) [Chartrain et 

al, 2018].  

2.1.5. Laminated Object Manufacturing 

The Laminated Object Manufacturing (LOM), also called sheet lamination, is a technology that 

uses sheets of a material to build the part layer by layer or sheet by sheet. Typically a sheet is 

applied and it has a system that limits the layer/part boundary that will be cut. [Ngo et al, 2018] 

The cutting system can be a laser beam, a mechanical system with a blade, or a milling tool in the 

case of the ultrasonic additive manufacturing. [Ngo et al, 2018] In this last case, it uses metal 

sheets that are joined through ultrasonic welding by metallic diffusion. Beyond the ultrasonic 

approach, there are adhesives to bind or join the successive sheets or foils for the different 

materials, like polymer composites, polymers, metals, ceramics [Tofail et al, 2018] and organics, 

like paper, cork and wood [Thompson et al, 2016]. In Figure 2.5, it is possible to find two 

examples of LOM built parts in different materials. 

The LOM technique has been applied by the paper, foundry, electronics [Ngo et al, 2018] and 

aerospace industries [Fabrisonic]. 
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Figure 2.5: Examples of built parts by LOM. A “sandwich” metallic matrix composite (a) of 

aluminium and tantalum used for electronic insulation, intended for satellite application 

[Fabrisonic], and a dog built in high resolution printed paper (b) [Mcor]. 

2.1.6. Direct Energy Deposition 

The Direct Energy Deposition (DED) technique, also referred in the literature as “cladding” 

[Childerhouse et al, 2019], uses metals as feed-stock and can achieve greater deposition/building 

rates of material when compared with the Powder Bed Fusion (PBF); according to Gisario et al, 

2019, it is possible to achieve 10 to 40 times higher rates for a titanium alloy. 

This technology is suitable for building big parts and there are some variants of the process. The 

process can use wire or powder as feed-stock materials. The wired version is mainly used to 

produce parts that do not have much geometrical complexity, and the powder feed-stock, mainly 

to achieve complex geometric parts. The build happens under a vacuum atmosphere or under an 

inert shielding gas like argon or helium and a laser beam or an electron beam can be used to melt 

the feed-stock material. Another difference from the other metal AM technologies is that the feed-

stock is being melted at the same time as it is deposited/projected. Depending on the systems 

configurations, they have different designations, like, Directed Light Fabrication (DLF), Direct 

Metal Deposition (DMD), Electron Beam Additive Manufacturing (EBAM), Laser Engineered 

Net Shaping (LENS), Laser Solid Forming (LSF) and Wire Arc Additive Manufacturing 

(WAAM). [Fayazfar et al, 2018; Ngo et al, 2018] 

Typically, during the deposition, the powder feed-stock is injected from the sides of the nozzle, to 

the middle where it will be hit by the beam (laser/electron) which will melt and create the 

meltpool on top of the previous layer or in a given substrate. When using a wire feed-stock, the 

concept is the same, see Figure 2.6. During the process, the nozzle’s movement can be performed 

by a robot or a CNC machine and moves in a specific trajectory, according to the layer of the part 

and geometry from the 3D file.  
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Figure 2.6: Description of the DED process using a laser as a heat source and a wire as feed-stock 

material [Froend et al, 2019]. 

 

There is hybrid equipment with a DED and CNC milling machine in one system, building and 

milling to produce the final part, see Figure 2.7 [Childerhouse et al, 2019; Fayazfar et al, 2018]. 

  

Figure 2.7: Examples of multi-material parts built by powder DED in hybrid (DED + CNC 

milling) DMG Mori machines. In a) is a multi-material heat exchanger made of stainless steel and 

bronze [DMG Mori (1)] and in b) is a multi-material turbine casing built in Inconel 718 and 

bronze for the aerospace industry [DMG Mori (2)]. 

 

The aerospace industry is the main prosecutor regarding the development of this technology and 

is using it to build parts in high performance super alloys, like Titanium and Nickel and it is even 

possible to build parts in multigradient metal materials [Akinlabi et al, 2019; Ngo et al, 2018]. 

The DED is under scrutiny from the tooling, automotive, oil and gas and aeronautic sectors. This 

technology is suited for repairing worn-out components, for example, for the automotive industry 

and for repairing turbine engines for the aeronautic industry [Akinlabi et al, 2019; Childerhouse et 

al, 2019; Gisario et al, 2019; Ngo et al, 2018; Shahrubudin et al, 2019]. 
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2.1.7. Cold Spray Additive Manufacturing – CSAM 

The CSAM technology is a development of the Cold Spray (CS) technology and both 

technologies consists of a solid-state material deposition, where the main difference is the goal. It 

is possible to find different names in literature for processes similar to the CS process, like 

“Micro-Forging” or “Solid-State Cold Spraying”. The CS process consists of the powder feed-

stock deposition through the use of a supersonic gas flow, typically air or nitrogen, achieved by 

the injection of the pressurized gas in a convergent-divergent nozzle, accelerating the powder 

particles to velocities between 300 and 1000 m/s, depending on materials. Depending on the 

requirements, sometimes the gas is heated to compensate the later temperature drop that happens 

at the divergent region of the nozzle. It is called “Cold” Spray, because, during the process, the 

powder feed-stock material never reaches temperatures higher than the metal melting point. The 

adhesion between the metallic particles is achieved by the high kinetic energy of the process that 

creates local metallurgical bonding and mechanical interlocking, happening between the 

deposited particles and between the substrate and the deposited particles interfaces. For the CS, 

the main goal is to create thin surface coatings to increase the resistance to chemicals, corrosion, 

erosion, high temperatures and oxidation, and, for the CSAM, the goal is to add layers on top of 

each other in order to create a 3D structure, component. To do this, the system must have a way to 

create relative movement between the nozzle and the substrate to create several tracks/layers of 

deposited material, see Figure 2.8. [Garmeh et al, 2020; Li (1) et al, 2019; Yin et al, 2018]  

 

  

Figure 2.8: Schematic presentation of a CSAM system [Li (2) et al, 2019]. 
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Hermle (CNC machine producer) have created a CSAM like system coupled to a CNC milling 

machine that is able to build components and to finish them by milling and with the possibility to 

create internal features, like hollows and conformal cooling channels for injection mold 

application [MPReport, 2015]. 

CSAM technology has been mainly used to deposit metal powder alloys like titanium, steel, 

nickel, aluminium, copper and brass, with particle sizes at the range of 10 to 100 µm. It is a good 

process to build metallic composites components like the one in Figure 2.9 [Yin et al, 2018]. 

 

  
Figure 2.9: Metal composite flange built by the CSAM process after mechanical finishing [Li (1) 

et al, 2019]. 

 

The CS has been used mainly by the aerospace, automotive (research into a possible manufacture 

of electric permanent magnetic engines by Lamarre et al, 2019), energy, medical and marine 

industries. The CSAM is a relatively new process and it has been mainly used to repair damaged 

components in the automotive (damaged cast components, worn out oil housings) and aerospace 

industries (worn out propeller blades, helicopter gearbox sump, and oil tube bores, and rotor 

transmission housing), see Figure 2.10 [Yin et al, 2018]. 

 

  

Figure 2.10: Damaged tee box housing from an aircraft flap transmission that was repaired by 

CSAM and machined in to the “as new” state [Yin et al, 2018]. 
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2.1.8. Friction Stir Additive Manufacturing – FSAM 

The Friction Stir processes have been used to repair worn out surfaces and to seal cracks at the 

surface. Nowadays it has been more used to create coats with fine grained microstructures to 

increase wear and corrosion resistance. It is a solid-state process where the material never reaches 

the melting point, reducing the components residual stress, leading to the possibility of depositing 

dissimilar alloys with hard phases, like tool steels and Cobalt alloys that may be difficult to 

deposit through the conventional melting processes. [Padhy et al, 2018; Griffiths et al, 2019] 

The FSAM processes are relatively recent and they are under research to validate their suitability 

for building components. Several metal alloys have been successfully processed by Friction Stir 

techniques, like tool steels, stainless steels, mild steels, copper, nickel, titanium, aluminium and 

magnesium under similar and dissimilar substrates, creating composites like carbon steel and 

Chromium-Nickel alloys. [Padhy et al, 2018; Zhang et al, 2019] 

Several techniques based on Solid State Friction have been researched with the intention of 

building parts additively layer by layer. Just two methods will be mentioned, which are a 

combination of “AM concept + Friction Surfacing” or “Rotary Friction Welding + Friction 

Deposition” technique for FSAM_1, while FSAM_2 is a combination between the “AM concept 

+ Friction Stir Welding” technique. [Padhy et al, 2018; Srivastava et al, 2019] 

In the FSAM_1 a “rotary consumable friction deposition welding” happens between the 

consumable rotary rod and the substrate plate, where, by rubbing the material from the 

consumable rod at the substrate plate surface, solid state material will be transferred or deposited 

at the substrate rubbing surface/interface. The material transference occurs due to an application 

of a defined load at the consumable rod with rotational movement, creating a torsional shear 

between the plasticized material and the rotating rod, leading to a material transference from the 

rod to the substrate, defining a layer; see Figure 2.11.a). If the consumable rotating rod has linear 

movement, it will create a single track of continuous deposited material. This FSAM process is 

based on the friction surfacing technique. If there are several tracks side by side, it will lead to a 

larger deposited layer, see Figure 2.11.b). In this process, the first layer could work as a substrate 

for the next layer and so on, until the desired thickness is achieved. [Padhy et al, 2018] 
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Figure 2.11: Examples of FSAM_1 deposition process. In a) rotary friction welding was used to 

build a few piles of layers and in b) the surface friction deposition was used to create 3 “surface” 

layers [Padhy et al, 2018]. 

 

For the FSAM_2, the process consists of the Friction Stir Welding process of sheet plates. The 

Friction Stir Welding occurs between the first sheet plate and the second one, corresponding to 

the first and second layer, respectively. After the welding, a new sheet/layer can be placed and 

followed by the Friction Stir Welding to join the different plates. The process can be repeated 

until the desired thickness is achieved, see Figure 2.12. [Padhy et al, 2018] 

 

 

Figure 2.12: Schematic view of the FSAM_2 process where overlapped metal sheets are used, 

following the Friction Stir Lap Welding (FSLW) of the last sheet with the previous one or the 

substrate, and optional milling of the last welded sheet to prepare for the overlap by another sheet. 

The process is repeated until the desired height is reached [Srivastava et al, 2019]. 
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The Friction Stir technique has been applied as a complement to components built by other AM 

processes like, DED, Cold Spray, SLS, and others. The components will be subjected to the 

Friction Stir process to improve the microstructure (refinement and reduction of porosity) and the 

mechanical properties of the components, leading many times to mechanical properties which are 

better than the ones from the deposited material. [Padhy et al, 2018; Srivastava et al, 2019] 

One of the main limitations of the FSAM is the control of the process, the suitability of materials, 

tools and substrates, and mainly the understanding of what happens with the microstructure of 

different successive layers, because the microstructure from the first layer could be different from 

the next one and the previous layer could be affected when processing the next layer by FSAM. 

Another difficulty is related to the use of wrong parameters that could form defects such as 

channels, cracks, hooks, and pores or cavities, see Figure 2.13. [Padhy et al, 2018; Srivastava et 

al, 2019] 

 

 

Figure 2.13: Defects of the Friction Stir process. In a) the hooking bonding defect, and in b) the 

black region corresponds to a cavity defect [Zhao et al, 2019; Padhy et al, 2018]. 

 

2.1.9. Powder Bed Fusion Systems 

2.1.9.1. Selective Laser Sintering – SLS 

The SLS process is the precursor of the SLM process that will be described later on in this thesis. 

It is important that, in the present work, SLS is related to the laser sintering of polymers, 

composites of polymeric matrix and indirect sintering, which will be described during this topic. 

On the other hand, in this thesis, the SLM process is considered as the process that laser 

sinter/melt/fuse the metal powder completely. 

The SLS arose in the 1980s, and, as happens in the present days, the system uses a 3D CAD file 

of the part to build, that will be sliced and reproduced layer by layer. This is a PBF process where 
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the polymer powder is layered down and coated to form a uniform layer, typically with a roller. 

Later on, the laser will sinter the powder selectively in order to build the respective layer and will 

place a new coat/layer of powder (Figure 2.14). During the process the powder bed is preheated to 

reduce the thermal stress intrinsic to the process, to avoid crack formation during the build. [Chen 

et al, 2018] 

 

 

Figure 2.14: Representation of an SLS system process [Chen et al, 2018]. 

 

The most common material powders are in the range around 75 µm to 200 µm of particle size. 

[Chen et al, 2018; Wu et al, 2020] Regarding the processed polymers, 90% of the consumption 

are from the Polyamide (Pa) family, followed by the rest like the Polyetherketone (PEK) family 

(PEKK – Polyetherketoneketone; PEEK – Polyetheretherketone), and some studies with 

Polybutylene Terephthalate (PBT), Polystyrene (Ps), and composites filled with inorganic fillers 

like, glass spheres, silicon carbide, aluminium, and even organic fillers like rice husks and wood 

(Figure 2.15) [Chen et al, 2018; Wu et al, 2020; Greiner et al, 2017; Zeng et al, 2019; Velu et al, 

2016]. 
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Figure 2.15: Samples built by an SLS system. Single layer of polymeric composite made of 

Polyamide matrix and wood powder filler (5 and 10 % wt) [Velu et al, 2016]. 

 

For the indirect sintering, ceramics, metals, and other materials which are difficult to process by 

direct laser powder bed systems are used, which are coated with a binder that will be sintered by 

SLS, building a green part that requires further debinding in an oven or chemical debinding and 

later sintering in an oven, as was previously stated in the Material Jetting processes. [Chen et al, 

2018; Shirazi et al, 2015; Wu et al, 2020] 

Some of the advantages of the process are the creation of complex geometric parts, the powder 

can be reused i.e., recycled (most of the time it is mixed in proportion with fresh new powder), 

and during the build the powder itself acts as a support, eliminating the support needs in overhang 

zones [Wu et al, 2020]. 

Depending on the powder composition it is possible to have non-uniform shrinkage, leading to 

warpage during the sintering that could lead to cracks and dimensional inaccuracy, poor surface 

quality and the removal of the loose powder from small structures or pipes from the built part can 

be very difficult [Greiner et al, 2017; Shirazi et al, 2105; Wu et al, 2020]. Other issues are related 

with the final applications, since most of the time they need some kind of post-processing. The 

most common ones are the blasting, polishing, coating, painting and heat-treatment [Wu et al, 

2020]. 

The SLS process has been applied in many different industries and for a variety of purposes. 

Some of the main industries are the aerospace, motorsports, automotive, electronics, consumer 

products, packaging, industrial applications and sportswear ones as well as in medicine, such as 

implants, and for biomedical (tissue) engineering, to produce scaffolds. [Wu et al, 2020; Shirazi et 

al, 2105]  
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 In Figure 2.16, it is a product made with the SLS process that is within everyone’s reach. 

 

  

Figure 2.16: Shoes midsole produced by the SLS process from the trade mark “Under Armour” 

[Wu et al, 2020]. 

 

2.1.9.2. Electron Beam Melting – EBM 

The Electron Beam Melting technology, proprietary technology of ARCAM (Figure 2.17), differs 

from the other powder bed systems mainly due to the origin of its heat source. This uses a 

tungsten filament as a cathode to generate an electron beam. This beam will selectively melt the 

existing powder at the powder bed layer by layer and it can reach a maximum beam power of 

3000 W, from the commercially available systems from ARCAM. [ARCAM (1); Wang (1) et al, 

2018] 
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Figure 2.17: Scheme of the inside of an ARCAM EBM machine system [Fayazfar et al, 2018]. 

 

Another characteristic of the system is the use of a high vacuum building chamber and the use of 

helium as an inert gas atmosphere and the heating of powder prior to the melting process. The 

vacuum can reduce the influence of contaminants, like the oxygen, but it can strip out other 

chemical elements that have a lower enough boiling point. During the process the electron beam 

can heat/pre-heat the powder layer up to 1100 ºC, before the melting step starts (Figure 2.18), 

depending on the material specifications, reducing or eliminating the residual stress and the 

martensitic structures from the parts. This systems concept offers a good potential for 

microstructure control. Some of the process limitations are related to the electrostatic charge that 

can disrupt the powder “smoothness” distribution on the powder bed [Cordero et al, 2017], and 

for that reason the use of powder smaller than 40µm is not recommended; the high surface 
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roughness inherent to the process and the few approved materials such as some titanium, cobalt-

chrome and nickel alloys. There are a few studies that have tested some “non-approved” steel 

alloys. [ARCAM (1); Fayazfar et al, 2018; Wang (2) et al, 2018] 

  

Figure 2.18: Detail of the inside of an ARCAM’s machine building chamber, processing a nickel 

718 alloy. The electron beam is defining the contour in a), following the bulk melting region in b) 

[ARCAM (1)]. 

 

The shortage of materials approved for these systems could be related to the fact that the ARCAM 

is still the only company that has commercial EBM systems available due to its patent until 2022 

[Fayazfar et al, 2018]. 

The ARCAM EBM technology is most known for the use of Titanium alloys, and, as a 

consequence it is being more explored by the aerospace (Figure 2.19.a), biomedical (Figure 

2.19.b) and military industries [Wang et al, 2018]. 

 

  

Figure 2.19: Components that are typically built in Titanium alloys, built by ARCAM EBM 

process. Low pressure blade commonly used in aeronautical turbines and an acetabular cup 

implant with details of its 3D trabecular like texture to optimize osseointegration [ARCAM (1); 

ARCAM (2)]. 

a) b) 
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2.1.9.3. Selective Laser Melting – SLM 

The process of Powder Bed Laser Melting, most of the time known as Selective Laser Melting – 

SLM, or Direct Metal Laser Sintering – DMLS, or Laser CUSING, are all processes that are very 

alike and are consequences of the technological development of the SLS process used to process 

polymers, as was previously stated in this thesis (Chapter 2.10.1.). These processes all use fine 

metal powder particles, ideally spherical and typically bigger than 10 µm and smaller than 63µm, 

laid in a tray or chamber that moves vertically, where it will have the interaction of a laser beam 

that will be moving on a planar bed and melting/fusing/sintering selectively the powder. The 

process typically runs in a closed envelope under inert gas. The most common gases used are 

nitrogen and argon, depending on the materials and the quality requirements. The laser and all the 

process is controlled by a computational system. For the process to run, it needs a 3D CAD model 

that will be sliced. Usually, the slice or layer thickness is between 20 and 100 µm, and it has a 

coating system that will make the application of a new powder layer which will be melted by the 

laser system. To make a real component, the building platform will be lowered by the layer 

thickness amount, and it will repeat the process steps until finished. Later on, the part is removed 

from the building envelope and the unmelted powder is commonly recovered and “recycled”, and 

reused once again. The simplest way of recycling, it is to resort to a sieving system to remove the 

agglomerated and oversized powder that was affected by the heat generated by the laser during 

the powder processing. 

In Figure 2.20, it is a schematic concept with the main components of a machine, in this case, a 

Concept Laser machine. 

 

Figure 2.20: Schematic view of a Concept Laser machine [Concept Laser]. 
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Figure 2.21 is a description of the process workflow, from the 3D CAD until the finished part 

completion. 

 

Figure 2.21: Schematic workflow of a 3D printing job [Adapted from EOS]. 

 

Nowadays there are plenty of commercial solutions that have all kind of machines, from small 

sizes around 100x100x100 mm3 up to machines that are being developed to reach around the 

1000x1000x1000mm3, with 1 up to 12 lasers, from 200W to 1kW laser power, with cold and 

preheated build plates up to 500 ºC, enabling the possibility to melt materials with high content of 

carbon with a low risk of cracks and decreasing the internal stresses typically associated with 

these technologies. There is a vast list of commercial materials available, namely, iron-based 

alloys, stainless steels, maraging steels, tool steels, chromium-cobalt alloys, nickel alloys, 

aluminum, pure copper and its alloys, titanium alloys and precious alloys like gold. These 

materials could be non-reactive or reactive, and they fit almost all the demands for all kind of 

applications and industries. The most common industries that use this kind of technology are the 

Aerospace, Automotive, Medical, Jewellery, Mould and Dental ones [Concept Laser; EOS].  
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There are several commercial trademarks for SLM systems that are slightly different from each 

other. Mainly they work on the same way, but with small technological implementations that 

might make the difference to the others.  

For example, Matsuura and Sodick have hybrid systems that build parts by the SLM based 

process, with a CNC milling machine incorporated, that will build the part layer by layer and 

intercalating with milling (defined by user) to completely finish the parts with small geometric 

tolerances [Matsuura; Sodick]. 

For example, VELO 3D highlights the support free of overhang zones, “down to zero degrees”, 

thin and tall parts with high aspect ratios, and big internal diameter features up to 100 mm with 

high quality, with their “Sapphire” system, which, due to a tight control of the process, enables 

the possibility to build the “impossible” [Velo3D]. 

Aurora Labs has a multi-layer concurrent system that can place powder on several layers, 

processing them at the same time, building parts in 20 minutes that with other systems will need 

at least 2 days [3DPrinting, TCT]. 

Addcreative has a big system (AddCreator) with the possibility to create parts with a volume of 

1000 x 1000 x 500 mm3, which can have up to 6 lasers on a head that is moving from “tile to 

tile”, scanning at the same time they melt, patented as Tiled Laser Melting [Addcreative]. 

SLM Solutions presented a system that can build parts up to 600 x 600 x 600 mm3, withstanding 

12 lasers operating simultaneously, significantly improving the build rate and the possibility to 

reach new markets [SLMSolutions]. 

Another interesting variant is the Micro-SLM process from 3D MicroPrint with systems up to 60 

x 60 x 30 mm3 but with the possibility to work with layer thicknesses from 1 to 5 µm ensuring the 

best dimensional accuracy and precision [3DMicroPrint]. 

Other alternative noncommercial systems are being developed, bearing in mind the possibility to 

create parts built even with dissimilar materials (Figure 2.22), like metal alloys, ceramics and 

polymers. Research teams are mainly assessing a few things, like the processability, interface of 

different materials, interlocking systems, recyclability of powders, different strategies to improve 

the process reducing defects, like delamination, unmolten powder, cracks and evaporation of 

materials, among others. The technology concepts could be very different from each other, they 

may have the possibility to create parts with discrete and/or gradual transitions between different 

materials, but what they have in common is the goal of taking out multi-material 3D or 4D parts 

directly from the printing. Some of the most relevant applications are intended for biomedical, 

electronic and aerospace applications. [Wang et al, 2022] 
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Figure 2.22: Dissimilar materials achieved by “LPBF” systems. In (a) a detail of a part built from 

a metal alloy and a ceramic (316L/soda-lime glass), and in (b) a part made by different metal 

alloys (316L/CuCrZr) produced by Aerosint SA [Wang et al, 2022]. 

 

Selective Laser Melting Main Process Parameters 

The SLM process typically has four laser system related variables as its main process parameters 

which are most of the time ruled by the Volumetric Energy Density [Mugwagwa et al, 2019; 

Souza et al, 2019] that can be calculated accordingly to the Equation 1: 

 

 

where, 

• 𝑉𝐸𝐷 – volumetric energy density [J/mm3] 

• 𝑃 – laser power [W] 

• 𝑣 – scanning speed or velocity [mm/s] 

• ℎ – hatch distance [mm] 

• 𝑡 – layer thickness [mm] 

 

Typically, with the increase of VED, it decreases the forming porosity during the build and as a 

consequence of the final built part, at least up to a certain threshold. So, from Equation 1, one can 

say that with the increase of the Laser Power there will be less porosity if the rest remain 

constant. On the other hand, if the Scanning Velocity or Hatching Distance or Layer Thickness 

are decreased and the Laser Power remains constant, the VED value will be increased. The 

decrease of the porosity is directly related with the improvement of the mechanical performance. 

[Ning et al, 2004; Simchi, 2006; Souza et al, 2019] 

a) b)

𝑉𝐸𝐷 =
𝑃

𝑣 ∙ ℎ ∙ 𝑡
 (1) 
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On the other hand, high values of VED will create over-heating and consequently evaporation of 

the metal, leading to an increase in porosity and a decrease in the mechanical properties [Ning et 

al, 2004; Simchi, 2006]. 

Despite the simplicity of the VED equation, it has been reported that this value itself is not 

enough to compare the process parameters or the mechanical properties of the built part [Xiang et 

al, 2018]. 

Another major parameter/variable that was not taken into consideration is related to the exposure 

or hatching strategy that has an important role in the final part’s mechanical properties, mainly 

related with the exposure vectors length and residual stress of built parts [Simchi, 2006; 

Mugwagwa et al, 2019]. Another variable that influences the final mechanical properties is 

related with the part build orientation, as observed by Souza et al, 2019, that achieved different 

mechanical properties for different build orientations for the same porosity (horizontal/0°, tilted at 

45°, vertical/90° = built under the same direction of the load application). 

Depending on the laser hardware and configuration of the systems, there will be plenty more laser 

related parameters that could be adjusted and will influence the process performance. Typically, 

they are related with laser “timers”, related to the on and off of the laser exposure delays, in other 

words compensation and optimizations on a very fine scale. [Simchi, 2006] 

Other variables that are not most of the time taken into consideration, because they can be 

material or system dependent or mandatory or very difficult to evaluate and compare with other 

studies or machines, are related to powder (particle size and distribution, shape – the most 

suitable are spherical due to the flowability, porosity, oxygen content, humidity/contaminants) 

[Simchi, 2006], with the inert gas atmosphere that prevents oxygen from having a major influence 

in the process (typically nitrogen or argon, lesser used are the helium and forming gases 

(hydrogen + inert gas) [Zhang et al, 2013], initial building platform temperature (cold/room 

temperature, pre-heated platform), coating speed and blades (hard, soft blades, brushes) and 

welding gases exhaustion and flow during the process. 

It is very important to say that this is a process that is characterized by steep temperature 

gradients, because the powder’s changes of phase are in the range of a fraction of a second. As 

Simchi (2006) stated, this is a process of high-power density with a short interaction time.  

For the present thesis it was not possible to have access to or to measure all the parameters and 

variables, but there are some that will be present in the following work and papers. Once again, 

the main focus is to understand if it is possible and viable to use the SLM process to produce 

hybrid parts under the current conditions and parameters, and not to set a fine optimization of the 

process. 
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2.2. 3D Printing Overview: Facts and Trends 

The AM, a term more used by the industry for the production of high-end products, or more 

broadly known as 3D Printing, has been developed and come to the light of the world due to the 

strength of its strong marketing, and, since 2012, it has had a stage of its own [Hubs], due to the 

proliferation of the different advances of the technologies, and mainly due to the availability of 

these technologies to the masses, like the MEX or FDM. In the last 6 years some trends regarding 

3D Printing technologies have been shared, materials and their usability in terms of 

industrialization have also been shared, forecasting growing markets regarding the complete 

value chain of AM, starting with the research, including the manufacturers, the users, the 

applications, logistics, raw materials, and so on. With time, the so-called 3D Printing technology 

has been found to be present in a very large number of industries and in research that is trying to 

empower its unique possibilities to solve pressing issues, like the electrical mobility (powertrain, 

batteries), green energies, carbon neutral, and so on. There are already a large number of 

industries that are exploiting that opportunity, such as: aerospace; aeronautic; automotive; 

chemical; construction; dental; drone; education; fashion; food; footwear; healthcare; hearing; 

maritime; mechanical; movies; tooling and die, and toys. [Sheng, 2022] 

In Figure 2.23, it is possible to observe the historic influence of the new developments 

(technology and fusion of companies) that taken place in the world (industry and population), and 

its recognition or perception. 

 

Figure 2.23: Relative comparison of the 3D printing popularity throughout its history [Adapted 

from Hubs]. 
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The European Commission has requested a few reports related with the 3D Printing, and Van de 

Velde (1) et al, 2021, has stated that is a “disruptive technology”, meaning that there are key 

technologies that could create great changes in the way that things are currently done, with a huge 

potential for innovation. In this specific report, he talked mainly about “hybrid components” 

made from metal and carbon fiber reinforced polymers and the impact that they could have in the 

fields of robotics, rotor blade, motorcycle parts, aircraft structures, aeronautics interior parts, 

satellite parts, manufacturing equipment and prosthetics. Another mentioned fact is the possibility 

for 3D Printing to change the current supply chains, as happened during the COVID-19 pandemic 

situation, enabling missing parts to be produced locally. [Van de Velde (1) et al, 2021] 

A different approach was the perspective from Garmulewicz et al, 2018, of trying to understand if 

the 3D Printing as a disruptive technology could enable a local circular economy. This would be 

characterized as an economy that would be working in a close loop between the printing of new 

parts, and when the part life ends, how they would integrate the waste into the value chain, and 

print new parts from the recycled polymeric feedstock once again, see Figure 2.24. 

 

 

Figure 2.24: Comparison between the local, national and international cycle of polymeric material 

[Garmulewicz et al, 2018]. 

 

Today’s trends to pursue sustainability and a green economy were possibly influenced by a report 

requested by the European Union. This report says that twin green and digital transition are key 

for the decarburization of the industry and for the circular economy. Like this, the report points 

out that 3D Printing technology, among others, has the potential to produce parts in a more 
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efficient way through the mass/material reduction, thereby reducing carbon emissions. This 

comes from the technology potential to create highly complex geometric parts, being of the most 

importance to digital transformation and as part of the fourth industrial revolution – Industry 4.0. 

[Van de Velde (2) et al, 2021] 

One interesting study is showing the economic influence of low-cost 3D Printing parts or 

consumer products at home with commercial filament (polymeric), and the cost savings. It is the 

case of Prosumers, which are producing (producer) a part and using it for their own purposes 

(consumer). In Figure 2.25, it is possible to observe that more printed designs from open-source 

databases correspond to more costs savings. [Pearce et al, 2022] 

 

 

Figure 2.25: Relation between the number of printed open-source designs and the cost savings for 

Prosumers using low-cost printers at home [Pearce et al, 2022]. 

 

A different study is focused on the worldwide economic trading of 3D Printing technology (broad 

term) and its value chain around the globe, trying to quantify its influence throughout the years 

and pointing out the future trends. Some of the difficulties encountered by the authors were to 

identify from the traditional and different categories (transaction, products, materials and digital) 

which ones were dealing with or influenced by the 3D Printing value chain. Even though, they 

were able to find evidence since the beginnings of 3D Printing, between the worldwide trade of 

the increasing number of 3D Printing adoption and the 3D Printing goods, such as materials 
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(polymers, metals, and so on) and even at an intellectual level by the means of design service. 

Authors suggest that the 3D Printing economy should continue to grow and have a positive effect 

on the worldwide economy. [Andrenelli et al, 2021] 

Jiang et al, 2017, made a study trying to forecast the influence of the 3D Printing (all kinds of 

technologies) in 2030 on the economy and on society based on surveys and interviews with 

experts, most of whom were influenced by the European reality. Some of their projections, for 

2030 based on those with the greatest probability of happening, say that the 3D Printing will be 

more used due to its agile capacity to produce under demand under a sustainable production, 

including spare parts, but with mass products and materials continuing to be global. New business 

models around design and conceptual development of parts will grow due to the proliferation of 

printing machines. This way, different or new ways of intellectual property will be needed, in 

order to make the process more agile, like having to pay for a CAD file, even when printing it for 

low-end-user applications, and for the governments to create regulations for the sharing of Design 

files to help to protect the intellectual property and to foment the spare parts market, reducing or 

eliminating the needs for stock. [Jiang et al, 2017] 

A different perspective is given by Jiménez et al, 2019, who made a fair comparison between 3D 

Printing technologies, main advantages and limitations, some with a critical point of view. But the 

authors would like to enlighten two main points regarding the future, according to the study. One 

of them is that it will be a key technology to generate high end parts with higher added value in a 

more sustainable way, when compared with the traditional technologies, and that it will be a 

complementary technology to the existing ones. The last point is that the 3D Printer technology is 

mainly chosen by the application, and based on the lasers systems capacity to produce finished 

products or semi-finished products, being expected that the laser based systems and applications 

continues to growth. [Jiménez et al, 2019] 

According to the Hubs’ 2022 February survey, it seems that the trend of the 3D printing industry 

is to continue to grow at least up to 2026 (Figure 2.26), and this year is to be expected to have a 

growth and a full recovery of the industry prior to COVID 19 pandemic situation. It is stating 

another interesting fact, that in 2021, and for the first time, the most used material was polymer 

powder. [Hubs] 
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Figure 2.26: Overview of the 3D Printing market economy and its growing forecasts up to 2026 

[Adapted from Hubs]. 

 

Even though the powder polymer was the most used material in 2021, the metal segment at Q3 of 

2021 showed a growing rate of 18%, against the 12% from polymer, suggesting a growing trend. 

Other signals that are showing the growing of the industry are the increase of end-use parts from 

21% in 2020, against 29% in 2021 and the quantity of low-volume printed parts per batch (more 

than 10 parts per tray/build plate) that increased from 36% in 2021 to 49% in 2022 (see Figure 

2.27). From the survey, 62% of the built parts were meant for prototyping applications and the 

rest for end-user and industrial applications. [Hubs] 

 

 

Figure 2.27: Number of printed parts per batch of the surveyed entities [Hubs]. 
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A very interesting concept is 4D printing. It is important to say that the 4D printing could be 

achieved using the 3D printing technologies and adding a “new” dimension to the printed part. 

This “new” dimension could be called “functionality”, or rather, a “new or extra” function that is 

attributed to the new 4D part. These “functions” could be attributed to the part by the use of 

“shape memory materials”, “metamaterials” (see Figure 2.28), which could be “activated” by the 

means of an external “condition/stimulus” (mechanical, electrical, optical and thermal), or by 

“programmed” materials/structures. In this list, concepts such as “self-healing materials”, “self-

deploying structures”, and functional mechanical components without any external motor or 

hinges, creating a “preprogrammed” motion could be included.  [Ion et al, 2016; Ryan et al, 

2021] 

 

Figure 2.28: Door latch printed as a metamaterial, monolithic part. In a) the latch structure is 

relaxed and in b) the structure is under a torque creating function/movement, as indicated by the 

arrow [Adapted from Ion et al, 2016]. 

Other concepts are emerging like the 5D printing, which could be used in the healthcare industry, 

for drug delivery systems and in the food industry. The 5D printing concept is a natural evolution 

of the 3D printing like it was for the milling machines, which evolved from the 3 axes to 5 the 

axes, and in a similar way, the idea is to create curved and complex shapes like semi-spheres 

[Nida et al, 2022; Anas et al, 2022]. If we add to the 5D Printing concept the 4D Printing concept 

we will have the 6D Printing concept, creating new possibilities for more complex parts and 

systems [Nida et al, 2022]. 

 

Figure 2.29: Schematic view of a 6D printed part process [Adapted from Nida et al, 2022]. 

6D Printing

Heat Stimulus

Printed “^” 

angled layers
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2.3. Considerations About Fatigue Behaviour of 

Materials 

The Fatigue of Materials is a process resulting from cumulative damage to a body or component, 

and it occurs when a dynamic load is applied cyclically to it during a certain period of time, 

originating cyclic dynamic stresses or strains that change with time. The fatigue process starts 

with a single or more cracks that will propagate until they reach a critical limit, leading to the 

rupture of the component, due to the dynamic stresses applied to it. This evolutionary process is 

characterized by 3 steps: crack nucleation or crack initiation (including the microscopy crack 

growth), crack propagation (macroscopy crack growth) and final rupture. The mechanical fatigue 

failure is the most common phenomenon responsible for the failures of mechanical components. 

[Stephens et al, 2001] 

A stress cycle is defined by the following stress parameters and respective equations, from 

Equation 2 to 5 [Dowling et al, 2013]: 

• Stress range:    

• Mean stress:       

• Stress amplitude or alternating stress:   

• Stress ratio:       

where, 𝜎𝑚𝑎𝑥 and 𝜎𝑚𝑖𝑛 are the maximum and minimum stress level, respectively. 

 

The applied cyclic loads to the mechanical components can be divided into constant amplitude 

loading and variable amplitude loading. For cycles with a loading at constant amplitude, the stress 

amplitude keeps constant with time, so the component is under stress with the same amplitude in 

each cycle. The typical examples for these loadings are the cycles at pulsating stress (𝑅 = 0) and 

at alternating stress (𝑅 = −1). For a cycle with pulsating stress, the mean stress is different from 

zero and the minimum stress is zero or 𝑅 = 0. On the other hand, in an alternated stress cycle, 

where 𝑅 = −1, the mean stress is zero. It is common to find these kinds of stress cycles in 

mechanical applications that work at constant speed like: shafts, crankshafts, cams, camshafts, 

rods, connecting rods, eccentrics, bolts, bearing, gears, screws, welded structures and others. 

[Suresh et al, 2004] 

The function that defines the stress cycle, called a stress wave, can take different shapes, like 

sinusoidal, triangular, trapezoidal, square, parabolic, and others. Typically, the function is 

(2) ∆𝜎 = 𝜎𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝜎𝑚𝑖𝑛 

𝜎𝑚 =
𝜎𝑚𝑎𝑥 + 𝜎𝑚𝑖𝑛

2
 (3) 

𝜎𝑎 =
𝜎𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝜎𝑚𝑖𝑛

2
 (4) 

(5) 𝑅 =
𝜎𝑚𝑖𝑛

𝜎𝑚𝑎𝑥
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represented with the stress on the ordinate axis and the time on the abscissas axis, and the most 

common wave that is used in everyday applications is the sinusoidal wave type. Figure 2.30 is an 

example of a sinusoidal loading cyclic curve. [Suresh et al, 2004; Meyers et al, 2009]   

 

Figure 2.30: Example of a sinusoidal curve. 

 

In load patterns with variable amplitude, the stress amplitude changes with time. The stress cycle 

could be formed by blocks and by a succession of blocks with constant stress  

amplitude, where each block corresponds to a defined number of cycles (𝑛𝑖). In Figure 2.31 could 

be seen an example of a stress wave at variable amplitude by blocks. [Suresh et al, 2004] 

 

  

Figure 2.31: Example of a stress curve at variable amplitude by blocks. 

 

Lastly, there are the stress cycles in which the wave is random, known by irregular or random 

stress cycles. Loadings with variable stress amplitude are the most frequent in welded structures 

and in the aeronautic industry, being the most difficult to analyse. For these types of random 

cycles, the curves are usually acquired experimentally and are generally simplified as stress 

cycles at constant amplitude, in which the amplitude value has a safety factor. The simplification 

cycle
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of these problems is possible through the approach presented by Miner at 1945, where he 

established the Equation 6, also known as Miner’s Law, in which the damage from each block is 

linearly cumulative until the component rupture. [Suresh et al, 2004] 

• Miner’s Law:  

 

where, 𝑘 is the sequence number of blocks; 𝑁𝑖 is the fatigue duration for the corresponding stress 

𝜎𝑖 from the material 𝑆-𝑁 curves, and 𝑛𝑖 is the number of cycles for the respective block. Since 

then, several models have been suggested to represent the fatigue damage accumulation, but, due 

to its simplicity of usage, Miner’s law has been one of the most used [Fatemi et al, 1998]. 

As previously stated, the materials fatigue happens in three steps: crack initiation, crack 

propagation and final rupture. Typically, the crack initiation happens at the components surface, 

because this zone has less restriction to the material deformation than inside of the component 

material, favoring the plastic’s deformation occurrence. Other contributions that facilitate the 

crack initiation is related with the components surface, where they typically have geometric 

defects like, micro defects (surface roughness, microporous, inclusions, scratches or grooves from 

the mechanical/technological processes, and so on), or macro defects like (welding seams, 

geometric variations, section variations, holes, threads, etc.), originating stress concentration 

regions. There are other contributions which generate the same effects, such as the corrosion of 

the materials, due to the weather or the ambient conditions, or simply due to the wear of the 

components interaction in a mechanical system. On the other hand, if the surface conditions are 

favourable, the biggest portion of the component’s life is spent at the initiation stage and the crack 

growth is influenced by the component thickness. [Suresh et al, 2004; Dowling et al, 2013; 

Stephens et al, 2001] 

The initiation period is marked by occurrences at the level of the material’s microstructure. The 

cyclic loading leads to a localized deformation caused by the irreversible dislocations of the 

crystal lattice. These dislocations happen in well-defined planes of the crystal lattice, forming a 

pattern of parallel slip planes that are suffering cumulative dislocations. These slip planes, 

commonly in ductile deformation, for a cyclic loading, have a much finer morphology than for a 

monotonic loading. [Meyers et al, 2009] 

The crack initiation process happens, most of the times, at the component’s surface due to the 

stress concentration effect. The fatigue propagation happens in three different steps. Step I, is 

defined by a crack growth under a direction of 45º angle with the loading direction, resulting in a 

growth in planes under high stress shear values. At Step II, the crack is mainly propagating 

normally to the loading direction and the intrinsic propagation speed is in function of the stress 

intensity factor amplitude. [Branco et al, 2006] 

∑
𝑛𝑖

𝑁𝑖

𝑘

𝑖=1

= 1 (6) 
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For long fatigue lives, the maximum stress originating from the cyclic loadings, which will 

eventually lead to the component’s failure, could be below the material’s tensile strength and 

without much plastic deformation. However, on a free surface, the plastic deformation could 

cumulate as a result of the movement dislocations. The dislocations are a defect or irregularity in 

the crystal lattice that could move and multiply with shear stress, causing a permanent 

deformation (plastic deformation). So, the dislocation is the amount of deformation or slip and is 

higher on a component free (“external”) surface than those inside crystalline materials, due to the 

lack of the grain boundaries restrictions. In metals with polycrystalline structures, the grains are 

random and individually orientated. Despite their distribution, each grain has an ordered atomic 

structure, granting directional mechanical properties. The deformation happens in easy slipping 

crystallographic planes where it will be easier for the dislocations to move than in the other 

planes. The slippage is mainly controlled by the shear stress, and the shear stress will be higher in 

crystallographic planes which form 45 º angles with the tensile stress direction, where the 

slippage will be higher too. Roughness and slip bands emerge on the plastic deformed surface as a 

result of the slippage between atomic planes. During each additional cycle, the slip band 

intensifies on the surface and grows to the inside of the grain, forming the so-called persistent slip 

bands (PSBs). The name, persistent, had its origin in the beginning of the fatigue studies, due to 

the observation of the reappearance of the slip band; the slip band was always persisting/present 

in the same place, even after the removal of a thin layer of material (electropolishing). The flux 

created by the cumulative plastic deformation originates superficial spikes/teeth and dimples, 

called extrusions and intrusions, see Figure 2.32. [Meyers et al, 2009] 

 

  

Figure 2.32: Fatigue crack mechanism in the slip bands [Based on Meyers et al, 2009]. 

 

Intrusion

Extrusion
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During the process small cracks will eventually appear in the intrusions. These microcracks grow 

along the slip planes and are induced by the shear stress. The crack growth in the shear mode, 

designated as crack growth stage I, grows until it reaches a crack length between three to four 

times the size of the grain. The size of the cyclic plastic deformation region, created at the crack 

tip, is influenced by the stress amplitude. On the other hand, the slip mechanisms, that control the 

crack growth at stage I, are helped when the size of the cyclic plastic region is smaller than the 

grain size. When continuing to apply the cyclic loading, one or more dominant cracks will have 

their origin in the coalescence of the micro cracks in different grains. The cyclic stress range and 

deformations, associated with the crack tip or tips, leads to the crack growth under the action of 

an applied stress. This Stage II is called Crack Propagation. At stage II, the crack path mainly 

grows normal to the loading direction. The crack growths are influenced by the crystallographic 

orientation of the grains on the slip and on the cleavage planes, grain by grain, and it changes 

direction when it reaches the grain boundaries, creating a zig-zag path. Most of the time, the 

fatigue crack grows through the grains in a transgranular mode. Under certain conditions, like 

higher temperatures or under corrosive environments, the grain boundaries’ forces will be weaker 

than the grain matrix, leading to a crack growth under the intergranular mode. At stage III, the 

fracture surface resulting from the crack growth, for ductile metals, is defined by the resulting 

grooves that can have a bigger density or wither accordingly to the applied stress level. Later on, 

during the fatigue process, when the crack reaches a certain critical length, it will cause the 

component’s rupture/failure. [Meyers et al, 2009] 

Most of the times, the life of a part is indicated as the cycle number until rupture and it could be 

estimated by the sum of cycles from the crack nucleation to the crack propagation, until final 

rupture. The crack initiation is established by the number of cycles from the low-cycle fatigue 

tests, done under the deformation control, resulting in high stress, typically higher than the 

material tensile strength and subsequent low life expectancy for the part or component. From the 

tests, it is possible to determine empirically the law that rules the fatigue crack initiation 

behaviour, depicted as the material deformation-life curves. On the other hand, the number of 

cycles belonging to the crack growth until rupture could be estimated through the Paris-Erdogan 

law, empirically obtained from the propagation tests. These concepts will be detailed further 

ahead in this work. Typically, the fatigue data for a material whose life is defined by a crack 

initiation, followed by crack growth are depicted on 𝑆-𝑁 curves (Figure 3.4), where the applied 

stress 𝑆 is presented as a function of the number of cycles until failure, 𝑁𝑓. These curves are 

commonly used in mechanical engineering projects because they are easy to use when doing 

structural project, and it needs to take fatigue into account, in a safe way. [Meyers et al, 2009] 

The most used methods for the fatigue strength prediction are based on the nominal stress or on 

the local (true) stress. Typically, the nominal stress is more used for welded structures and the 

local stress for mechanical components.  
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The method that uses the nominal stress is depicted as 𝑆-𝑁 curves (Figure 2.33), where the stress 

is purely nominal and calculated for the critical transversal section considering the external 

loading and discarding the stress concentration and is ruled by the Equations 7 and 8:  

   

where,  

   

and 𝑐 and 𝐵 are material constants. [Suresh et al, 2004] 

 Figure 2.33: Generic S-N curve for a material. 

 

For example, on a generic case at constant or linear stress distribution, the critical loading or the 

critical nominal stress values that are related to global phenomena are used like the global 

plasticization or the total fracture of the sample [Suresh et al, 2004]. 

At the ordinate axis is the stress range or the stress amplitude and at the abscissas axis is the 

corresponding number of rupture cycles. Ideally, the specimens are tested under the same 

conditions (high gloss surface finishing, geometry, heat treatment, environment, temperature, and 

so on) and stress ratio, but at different stress amplitudes. Most of the times the tests are performed 

for 𝑅 = 0 or 𝑅 = −1. When the curve tendency is horizontal, it means that it is reaching the 

fatigue limit stress (𝜎𝑓0 or 𝜎𝑒) of the material and it will have “infinite life”. [Suresh et al, 2004] 

The local stress method enables the critical stress level region to be determined considering 

parameters as the stress concentration, the residual stress and the plasticization resulting from the 

cyclic loading [Suresh et al, 2004]. 

(7) 

(8) 

log 𝜎𝑎 = log 𝐵 − 𝑐 log 𝑁𝑟 

𝜎𝑎𝑁𝑟
𝑐 = 𝐵 
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2.3.1. The Microstructure and the Materials Fatigue 

Behaviour 

There are different factors that influence the fatigue strength positively or negatively. The ones 

that are intrinsic to the material are the grain size, microstructure orientation and the existence of 

precipitates in the microstructure. Kurita et al., 1996 and Anderson, 1991, concluded in their 

research that for high fatigue strength values are typically associated with materials that have 

small grain size, delaying the crack initiation. In this way, for a smaller grain size, most of the 

fatigue cycles will be spent at the fatigue crack initiation. On the other hand, for bigger grain sizes 

most of the fatigue cycles will be spent at the fatigue crack propagation. Due to this, for a small 

grain size, the crack initiation life should be longer than the propagation life, on the contrary of 

what happens for bigger grain sizes. [Suresh et al, 2004] 

The presence of precipitates will affect the materials’ fatigue life too. Sheared precipitates and 

unsheared precipitates may originate local deformation, leading to a fatigue crack initiation. 

Depending on the size, distance, shape, nature and coherence grade of the precipitates during the 

plastic deformations, the dislocations will shear or turn around the precipitates. When the 

dislocation shears the coherent particles, the material strength is decreased. This is continuously 

happening with any additional movement of the dislocations, destroying the agents/elements 

responsible for the material mechanical strength. At small deformation amplitudes, the material 

with unsheared precipitates will harden much more when comparing with a sheared precipitated 

material which will soften. As a result, for a deformation-controlled test, the flaw happens much 

earlier for unsheared precipitated materials, which will be acting as stress concentration points, 

and like this, preferential zones where the dislocations could pile up, resulting in damage 

accumulation, originating PSBs, crack nucleation or initiation, and crack growth until final 

material rupture. [Suresh et al, 2004] 

The microstructure grain orientation also influences the fatigue life. A grain that has its boundary 

normal to the crack propagation plane will create restriction to the crack propagation, increasing 

the propagation time but helping the crack initiation process. On the other hand, when the 

microstructure is formed by grains that have their boundary parallel to the propagation direction, 

the propagation will be easier and faster. [Suresh et al, 2004] 
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2.3.2. Loading Effect on the Materials Fatigue 

Behaviour 

The stress ratio influence and the mean stress effect are of paramount importance for the fatigue 

life and are interdependent. When the stress ratio (𝑅) increases so the mean stress increases (𝜎𝑚), 

both decreasing the fatigue strength for a given stress range. There are different ways to assess the 

mean stress effect of a fatigue cycle with a given stress amplitude (𝜎𝑎). [Dowling et al, 2013] 

In 1919, Goodman presented the following Equation (9): 

 

 

where, 𝜎𝑎𝑟 is the equivalent stress amplitude for a stress cycle with a null mean stress (𝑅 = −1) 

and 𝜎𝑢 is the ultimate tensile strength. Later, Smith, Watson and Topper (SWT) in 1970 proposed 

another method, according to the following Equation 10. [Dowling et al, 2013] 

   

This SWT method has the advantage of being independent from the material constants [Dowling 

et al, 2013]. 

2.3.3. Influence of Surface Finishing and Treatments 

on Materials Fatigue Behaviour 

The surface finishing is an important factor that influences the fatigue crack initiation. For 

example, for a very good superficial finish, like high gloss finishing, the better will be the fatigue 

behaviour, but for a higher superficial roughness a worse fatigue behaviour is expected. On a 

micro scale, the roughness of a surface, peaks and valleys, will act as a stress concentration 

points, increasing the effective stress and the chance for a crack initiation to occur. [Suresh et al, 

2004] 

The heat and chemical treatments, like the nitriding, carburizing, hardening, annealing, age-

hardening, and so on, will modify the superficial and/or the bulk microstructure of the material, 

which will increase or decrease the material hardness and/or stress levels, influencing the 

material’s fatigue strength behaviour. This could increase or decrease the fatigue life according to 

the treatment and the material. [Suresh et al, 2004] 

There are other superficial treatments, like the mechanical ones, that will influence the fatigue life 

through the induction of near surface residual stress. The most useful are the ones that create 

(9) 𝜎𝑎𝑟 =
𝜎𝑎

1 − 
𝜎𝑚

𝜎𝑢

 

(10) 𝜎𝑎𝑟=√𝜎𝑚𝑎𝑥 + 𝜎𝑎 
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compressive residual stress, leading to an increase in mechanical strength (strain hardening) and 

the change of the superficial roughness through the superficial plastic deformation (hammer 

peening, laser shot peening, shot peening, and so on). [Suresh et al, 2004; Murakami, 2002] 

Lastly, there are the heat treatments for relaxing the tensile residual stress, typically mechanically 

superimposed (sawing, milling, drilling, and so on), improving the fatigue life of a component 

[Suresh et al, 2004]. 

2.3.4. Residual Stress on the Materials Fatigue 

Behaviour  

An existing stress in a component without having any applied external forces is called “residual 

stress”. The residual stress is elastic and must be added to the resulting stress from the applied 

loading. They could be beneficial or prejudicial to the structures, equipment and systems, 

according to their magnitude, type or sign, and distribution. The residual stress in a system it is in 

equilibrium. Any new input or modification to a component like milling, welding, applied 

mechanical or thermal loading, will change the equilibrium state, causing a redistribution of the 

residual stress, achieving a new equilibrium state of the residual stress. [Dowling et al, 2013] 

The residual stress interacts with the applied loading, changing the applied loading cycle. The 

residual stress acts similarly to the mean stress (𝜎𝑚), so it will affect the mean stress. As stated 

before, the residual stress could be beneficial or prejudicial to the fatigue behaviour, depending 

on how they are distributed throughout the component, magnitude and their sign (tensile: “+”; 

compressive: “–”). Their magnitude will interact, more or less, with the applied stress cycle, 

bearing in mind that the sign is of the most importance. For example, with a pulse loading (𝑅 = 0 

or 𝑅 > 0) and at a compressive residual stress, it will decrease the mean stress, leading to an 

increase of the fatigue life. On the other hand, for tensile residual stress, it will increase the mean 

stress, leading to a decrease in the fatigue life. These are the main reason behind the usage of heat 

treatments or mechanical treatments, inducing residual stress, increasing the fatigue strength in 

regions with geometric defects and regions with higher stress intensity values. [Dowling et al, 

2013] 

2.3.5. Low Cycle Fatigue 

For stress or strain levels above the elastic regime, the rupture could happen at a relatively small 

number of cycles, commonly below 104. This phenomenon is called Low Cycle Fatigue. Some 

real applications that are subject to this specific fatigue are reservoirs under pressure, steam 

turbines and frequently, other components under thermal dilatations. [Meyers et al, 2009] 
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The way the cyclic strain at materials is assessed is important because it enables life at the crack 

initiation of the notched components to be assessed. From this, can be concluded that there is a 

hypothesis to originate a crack that starts on the notch in a component. The same number of 

cycles as in a polished specimen will be needed, assuming that both the crack initiation regions 

are subjected to the same stress-strain curve history. [Stephens et al, 2001] 

The material behaviour in a low cycle fatigue can be assessed by tests at constant cyclic stress 

amplitude or at constant cyclic strain amplitude. In both cases, plastic strain for each fatigue 

cycle, will happen creating the hysteresis loops in the stress-strain diagram (Figure 2.34). 

[Stephens et al, 2001] 

 

Figure 2.34: Example of cyclic stress-strain diagram and its hysteresis cyclic loop. 

 

During the low cycle fatigue tests the mechanical properties could increase, decrease or remain 

approximately constant, depending on material, initial metallurgic state, applied stress or strain 

amplitude and temperature. A progressive increase of the mechanical properties is called cyclic 

hardening; on the other hand, when the mechanical properties are decreasing, it is called cyclic 

softening. [Stephens et al, 2001] 

Later on, during the low cycle fatigue test, the hysteresis loops will stabilize and the material will 

be in a state of equilibrium for the applied stress or strain. This equilibrium state will be disturbed 

with the continuation of the test by the crack initiation, followed by crack propagation, which 

could lead to a final rupture. Connecting the “corner/vertices” dots resulting from the hysteresis 
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loop curves, it is possible to draw the so called “cyclic stress-strain curve” (Figure 2.35). This 

stabilized cyclic stress-strain curve could be very different from the monotonic curve for the same 

material. The stabilized cyclic stress-strain curve gives important information about the cyclic 

behaviour of the material. [Stephens et al, 2001] 

 

Figure 2.35: Hysteresis cyclic loop curve and respective cyclic stress-strain curve. 

 

Morrow has defined the cyclic stress-strain curve through the following Equation 11: 

 

     

with 𝑘′, being the cyclic hardening coefficient and 𝑛′ the cyclic hardening exponent. [Morrow, 

1965] 

The cyclic stress-strain curve, as suggested by Ramberg-Osgood, could be depicted by the 

relation between the total cyclic strain amplitude (∆휀 2⁄ ) and the cyclic stress amplitude (∆𝜎 2⁄ ) 

through the following Equation 12: 

 

     

where, 𝐸 is the Young’s Modulus. [Stephens et al, 2001] 

(11) 
∆𝜎

2
= 𝑘′ (

∆휀𝑝

2
)

𝑛′

 

(12) 
∆휀

2
=

∆𝜎

2𝐸
+ (

∆𝜎

2𝑘′
)

1

𝑛′
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The total cyclic strain amplitude (∆휀 2⁄ ) consists of two parts, one relative to the elastic strain 

amplitude (∆휀𝑒 2⁄ ) and the other related with the plastic strain amplitude (∆휀𝑝 2⁄ ) [Stephens et al, 

2001]. 

Experimentally, it is possible to characterize the low cycle fatigue strength of a material 

conducting tests under a range of different strain values [Stephens et al, 2001]. 

The relation between the plastic strain amplitude component (∆휀𝑝 2⁄ ) and the number of reversals 

to failure (2𝑁𝑓) was presented by Coffin and Manson through Equation 13: 

    

where, 휀𝑓′ is the fatigue ductility coefficient and 𝑐 is the fatigue ductility exponent [Stephens et 

al, 2001]. 

The elastic strain component (∆휀𝑒 2⁄ ) is shown, since Basquin, most of the time, as a function of 

the number of reversals to failure (2𝑁𝑓) through Equation 14: 

   

where, 𝐸 is the Young’s Modulus of the material, 𝜎𝑓′ is the fatigue strength coefficient and 𝑏 is 

the fatigue strength exponent [Stephens et al, 2001]. 

The low cycle fatigue regime changes to the high cycle fatigue regime at the corresponding 

“transition fatigue life”, identified as 2𝑁𝑇, where the total cyclic strain is formed by equal parts of 

elastic and plastic strain amplitudes, see Figure 2.36 [Stephens et al, 2001]. 

 

Figure 2.36: Total strain amplitude curve, and elastic and plastic strain amplitude curves versus 

number of reversals to failure. 

(13) 
∆휀𝑝

2
= 휀𝑓′(2𝑁𝑓)𝑐 

∆휀𝑒

2
=

∆𝜎

2𝐸
=

𝜎𝑓′

𝐸
(2𝑁𝑓)𝑏 (14) 
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The fatigue strength for the total strain amplitude curve is defined for the low cycle, transient and 

high cycle fatigue regimes, and it could be related by the Basquin and Coffin-Manson equations, 

see Equation 15 [Stephens et al, 2001]. 

    

2.3.6. Fracture Modes 

There are three basic modes of fracturing a body with an existing crack that is subjected to a 

loading. The three fracture modes are called Mode I, Mode II and Mode III. At Mode I, the body 

is subjected to tensile forces, at Mode II, to shearing forces and at Mode III, to shearing forces, as 

depicted in Figure 2.37. [Stephens et al, 2001] 

 

Figure 2.37: Fracture modes, Mode I, II and III (the arrow indicates the loading direction). 

2.3.7. Stress Intensity Factor – 𝐾 

The stress intensity factor has an important role in the fatigue strength life of a component. This 

factor defines the stress field near the crack tip. The 𝐾 factor controls the crack growth at a 

component under a dynamic loading (fatigue) if the applied stress is lower than the Yield stress 

and if the plastic region in the crack tip has a small dimension when compared with the crack 

length and with overall dimensions of the component (simplification: crack in an infinite body). 

[Stephens et al, 2001] 

The assessment of the stress intensity factor on the fatigue life is most of the time achieved by the 

𝑆 − 𝑁 curves obtained from the tests with smooth/polished/unnotched specimens (𝐾𝑡 = 1) and 

with notched specimens (𝐾𝑡 > 1), where 𝐾𝑡 is the static or elastic stress concentration factor. At 

the 𝑆 − 𝑁 fatigue curves, the fatigue strength limit for the notched specimens is lower than for the 

smooth/polished/unnotched ones. [Stephens et al, 2001] 

(15) 
∆휀

2
=

𝜎𝑓′

𝐸
(2𝑁𝑓)𝑏 + 휀𝑓′(2𝑁𝑓)𝑐 
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After the fatigue crack nucleation, the crack can grow under a controlled stable regime, if 𝐾 is 

smaller than the critical value of the fracture toughness (𝐾1𝑐 or 𝐾𝑐). Otherwise, the fracture would 

be unstable. [Stephens et al, 2001] 

The crack growth rate curve (Figure 2.38) depicts the relation between the crack growth length 

(𝑎) and the number of cycles (𝑁) needed to reach it under a stable crack growth regime. The 

unstable crack growth limit is defined by the critical crack length (𝑎𝑐) accordingly to the Equation 

16. [Stephens et al, 2001] 

 

Figure 2.38: Depiction of a crack length growth curve with an applied fatigue loading and the 

respective number of cycles. 

   

  

where, 𝐾𝑐 is the critical stress intensity factor and 𝑌 is a geometric factor related to the specimen 

geometry [Stephens et al, 2001]. 

It is usual to use 𝑑𝑎 𝑑𝑁⁄ -∆𝐾 curves to assess the crack growth, which relates the fatigue crack 

growth speed (𝑑𝑎 𝑑𝑁⁄ ) and the stress intensity factor range (∆𝐾) of the corresponding loading 

cycle. Through these curves, it is possible to compare the crack growth between two different 

cracks. For example, for two different cracks, the crack growth would happen at the same speed if 

they have the same ∆𝐾 value, and is independent of the geometry. The ∆𝐾 can be calculated 

according to the following Equation 17. [Stephens et al, 2001] 

    

where, 𝐾𝑚𝑎𝑥 and 𝐾𝑚𝑖𝑛 are the maximum and minimum values assumed by 𝐾 at the 

corresponding fatigue stress cycle. It is possible to rewrite Equation (17) according to Equation 

18 and 19 [Stephens et al, 2001]. 

(17) ∆𝐾 = 𝐾𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝐾𝑚𝑖𝑛 

(16) 𝑎𝑐 =
𝐾𝑐

2

𝑌2𝜎2𝜋
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where, 𝜎𝑚𝑎𝑥 and 𝜎𝑚𝑖𝑛 are the maximum and the minimum stress for the same fatigue stress cycle 

and 𝑌 is the geometric factor related to the specimen geometry and 𝑎 is the crack length 

[Stephens et al, 2001]. 

The 𝑑𝑎 𝑑𝑁⁄ -∆𝐾 curve is usually depicted in a bilogarithmic scale for a range of 𝑑𝑎 𝑑𝑁⁄  values 

between 10-8 and 10-2 mm/cycle. 

In Regime I, the material’s microstructure has an important role in the crack propagation, like the 

stress ratio 𝑅 and the environment. The crack propagation is very slow, on average, smaller than 

the lattice spacing, and the minimum ∆𝐾 value is called threshold stress intensity factor (∆𝐾𝑡ℎ) 

for which there is no crack propagation or it could have, but at a very slow rate, smaller than 10-7 

mm/cycle, in an unstable way. [Meyers et al, 2009; Stephens et al, 2001] 

Regime II has a continuous nature and the propagation speed is linearly related to ∆𝐾 and is the 

main growth’s influencer. The microstructure, the 𝑅 and the environment has a secondary role in 

the crack growth. Due to its characteristics, it is possible to apply the Paris Law, Equation 20. 

[Meyers et al, 2009; Stephens et al, 2001] 

 

   

where, 𝐶 corresponds to the value of the intersection of the straight line on the abscissa axis when 

∆𝐾 = 1 Mpa√m and 𝑚 is the corresponding slope [Stephens et al, 2001]. 

Regime III has a very high propagation speed, which increases when the cycle maximum stress 

intensity factor (𝐾𝑚𝑎𝑥) approaches the fracture toughness (𝐾1𝑐). The propagation speed can 

change drastically with small changes of ∆𝐾. The crack growth is mainly influenced by the 

microstructure and the 𝑅, but the environment has a small contribution. [Meyers et al, 2009; 

Stephens et al, 2001] 

In Figure 2.39, a 𝑑𝑎 𝑑𝑁⁄ -∆𝐾 curve that has defined 3 regions as a result of the different 

behaviour of the ∆𝐾 values is depicted and it is possible to correspond each of its region to 

Regime I, II and III. 

(19) 

(18) 

𝐾𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 𝑌𝜎𝑚𝑖𝑛√𝜋𝑎 

𝐾𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 𝑌𝜎𝑚𝑎𝑥√𝜋𝑎 

(20) 
𝑑𝑎

𝑑𝑁
= 𝐶(∆𝐾)𝑚 
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Figure 2.39: Identification of Regime I, II and III limits, depicted on 𝑑𝑎 𝑑𝑁⁄ -∆𝐾 curve, 

representative of a metal. 

 

The fatigue crack propagation curves are influenced by the material microstructure, mean stress, 

environment, frequency, temperature, thickness, load history, among others [Stephens et al, 

2001]. 

It is possible to calculate the general fatigue life through the integration of the Paris Law from 

Equation 20, obtaining Equation 21 [Zhang et al, 2020]:  

 

   

2.3.8. Stress ratio and crack propagation speed 

The stress ratio (𝑅) may influence the 𝑑𝑎 𝑑𝑁⁄ -∆𝐾 curves depending on the material and the 

environment that the test is performed in. The influence of the mean stress at the 𝑑𝑎 𝑑𝑁⁄ -∆𝐾 

steels is depicted in Figure 2.40 for approximately inert environments. In Regime I and III, there 

is a great influence of 𝑅, increasing the crack propagation speed when 𝑅 increases. The threshold 

stress intensity factor decreases when the mean stress increases. In Regime II, the mean stress 

influence is very small and in Regime III, the curve position is dependent on the ∆𝐾 value for 

which the 𝐾𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 𝐾𝑐.  

 

(21) 𝑁𝑓 = ∫ 𝑑𝑁
𝑁𝑓

0

=
1

𝐶(∆𝜎)𝑚(𝜋)𝑚 2⁄
∫

𝑑𝑎

𝑌𝑚𝑎𝑚 2⁄

𝑎𝑐
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Figure 2.40: Depiction of the influence of the stress ratio on the 𝑑𝑎 𝑑𝑁⁄ -∆𝐾 curves. 

 

The most used relation, that correlates the ∆𝐾𝑡ℎ with 𝑅, is Elber’s. Elber introduced the Crack 

Closure concept and stated that one crack can only propagate when it is opened. The crack 

closure can happen due to the plastic zone at the front of the crack tip. This is called plasticity-

induced crack closure. When the crack goes through the highly deformed plastic region located 

on the crack front, the deformed material when relaxing originates a wedge that has a tendency to 

close the crack during the unloading of the applied force, especially for higher loadings than the 

expected ones during the ideal conditions. Due to this, the crack could induce compression stress 

between the two sides of the crack when closed and the corresponding part of the cycle not being 

effective. The main 3 causes for the induction of crack closure are the plasticity-induced, the 

roughness and the oxidation ones. [Suresh et al, 2004] 

In Figure 2.41, the two curves that relate the ∆𝐾0 with 𝑅 and are ruled by the Equations 22 and 23 

are depicted, but also considering Equation 24 [Suresh et al, 2004]. 

    

   

where, 

   

 

(22) ∆𝐾𝑡ℎ = ∆𝐾0 = 𝐾𝑚𝑎𝑥(1 − 𝑅)  when   𝑅 ≤ 𝑅𝑜𝑝 

(23) ∆𝐾0 = ∆𝐾𝑜𝑝  when   𝑅 > 𝑅𝑜𝑝 

(24) 𝑅 =
𝐾𝑚𝑖𝑛

𝐾𝑚𝑎𝑥
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Figure 2.41: Relation between the stress range and the stress intensity factor according to the 

Elber’s theory. [Suresh et al, 2004] 

2.4. Fatigue Notes in Metal 3D Printed Materials 

The influence of the microstructure on the fatigue properties of a Ti-13Nb-13Zr alloy obtained 

through the SLM process was researched by Zhou et al, 2019. They found that, the steep cooling 

rate inherent to the SLM process resulted in high residual stress and an enhancement of the 

microstructure, porosity and fatigue behaviour. They also processed the alloy at different 

scanning speeds, 1200, 1100, 1000 and 900 mm/s at a stable laser power of 325 W with a 

hatching distance of 0.13 mm and a layer thickness of 0.03 mm, corresponding to different energy 

densities of 69.44, 75.76, 83.33 and 92.59 J/mm3, respectively. At the highest energy density 

(92.59 J/mm3), microcracks and the balling effect were observed due to the excessively high 

thermal stress and long liquid duration; and at lower energy densities (69.44, 75.76 J/mm3) they 

found high porosities due to the lack of a proper melt pool. At an energy density of 83.33 J/mm3 

they achieved the best mechanical performance of the SLM material. It was possible to achieve 

the best relative density (97.8 ± 0.5%), a nanohardness of 519.448 HV and a tensile strength of 

1106.07 MPa, superior properties when compared with the traditional thermomechanical 

processing technique with a hardness of 280 ± 15 HV and a tensile strength of 732 MPa. Even the 

fatigue properties were enhanced with the microstructure change from BCC to HCP ([111] β→ 

[1-21-3] α′) with the increase of the energy density from 69.44 J/mm3 to 83.33 J/mm3, originating 

finer grains and precipitates, acting like crack retardation, leading to a fatigue life around 150000 

cycles at around 340 MPa, close to the life of the Ti-6Al-4V alloy that have a fatigue limit around 

360 MPa. The fatigue tests were performed under a stress ratio R=0.1 and at a frequency of 20 

Hz. 
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Balachandramurthi et al, 2018, have compared the influence of defects and the as built surface 

condition in the fatigue life between specimens built by two different powder bed fusion 

technologies, SLM and EBM, and with different post-treatment methods for the metallic alloy 

718.  The specimens were produced with adequate parameters and powder properties for each 

building technology. At the SLM they were built without preheating, with a layer thickness of 40 

µm, an average powder size of 40 µm and smaller than 65 µm, under an argon inert gas 

atmosphere, and regarding the EBM process they were built with a high heating bed temperature, 

with a layer thickness of 75 µm, powder size between 40 to 105 µm and under a vacuum 

atmosphere. Half of the specimens were subjected to HIP treatment and all of them were 

subjected to a solution and a two-step ageing heat treatment. From these, some of them are 

machined and polished to be able to evaluate the influence of the as-built surface in the fatigue 

life. Metallographic techniques identified three major defects: lack of fusion – LoF, spherical 

porosity (pores), and shrinkage porosity. The best density, i.e., fewer defects/porosity, was 

achieved for the HIP+HT condition and is quite similar for both PBF technologies, around 0.05%, 

and that the worst density was found in the EBM-HT specimens. The LoF defects could have 

partially melted or unmelted powder and were present on the layer plane. Through SEM-EDS 

analysis, it was seen that the LoF and the pores could be empty or filled with oxides composed of 

aluminum and particles of titanium nitride, but the empty LoF could only be observed in the 

EBM+HT specimens, and the shrinkage porosity could not be observed in the EBM+HIP+HT 

specimens. Another interesting fact that is related with the contour scanning strategy used for the 

EBM specimens, is that they are the only ones that have wide (> 10 µm) LoF defects around 2 

mm from the as build surface. They measured the as built surface roughness using a technique 

based on the focus variation microscopy with the help of an Alicona Infinite Focus SL 

microscope and within the evaluated area of 2.5 × 2.5 mm2. They found, as expected, a 

maximum total roughness deviation of almost 3 times higher for the EBM surfaces (around 360 

µm) than for the SLM process (around 125 µm). The 4-point fatigue tests were carried out at 

constant amplitude and load controlled at room temperature with a stress ratio R = 0.1 at a 

frequency of 20 Hz, with three different stress ranges (600, 725, 875 MPa) for the EBM and with 

2 different stress ranges (725, 875 MPa) for the SLM specimens. The fatigue performance was 

better for the SLM+HT specimens than for the EBM+HT specimens, machined (at 725 MPa with 

more 260000 cycles for SLM and more than 18000 cycles for the EBM specimens) against the  as 

built (at 725 MPa with 90000 more cycles for SLM and around 12500 cycles for the EBM 

specimens); mainly due to the higher presence of defects near the surface related to the EBM 

processing of specimens, especially for the as built specimens that have higher roughness due to 

higher layer thickness and powder size. The fatigue life increased for the HIP+HT specimens for 

the machined and as built conditions, due to the healed or partially healed defects, leading to a 

reduced presence of defects, for example, HIP+HT+Machined at 725 MPa they achieved more 

than 700000 cycles and the EBM around 35000 cycles. One interesting analysis that they made is 

that the machined specimens have a larger scatter of values in the fatigue life results, most likely 
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due to the much higher number of crack initiation sites for the as built specimens which leads to a 

reduced randomness in the fatigue life and lower scatter. These partially healed LoF defects are 

unable to heal during the HIP due to the presence of oxides. The fracture surfaces were observed 

and the crack propagation is more ductile for the HT specimens than for the HIP+HT ones that 

resembles more of a cleavage, possibly due to the influence of HIP in the recrystallization and 

coarsening of the grain.  

The team growth and the research continued, and later on, Balachandramurthi et al, 2019, 

published a new research paper using the previous one as a support, where they studied in more 

detail the influence of the microstructure on the fatigue crack growth of the metallic alloy 718 

achieved with the same methods and conditions previously stated. They measured the grain width 

and the biggest ones were found in the EBM+HIP+HT, almost 100 µm, with a respective 

hardness around 475 HV1, and the smallest grain width was found for the SLM+HT condition 

specimens with a width grain size around 20 µm and with the highest hardness achieved around 

the 485 HV1. It is important to refer to the fact that the HIP treatment homogenized the 

microstructure and with that, the grain width sizes are quite similar between the SLM and the 

EBM specimens and even the hardness. The microstructure was evaluated with the help of a light 

optical microscope, a SEM-BSE-EDS and a FEG-SEM-EDS-EBSD microscope. The EBM-HT 

specimens present different grains distribution in each of the contours. The outer contour, which 

makes boundary with the powder bed, had many small equiaxed grains, and on the inside and 

adjacent contours, the grains were elongated and converging to the centre of the track and 

orientated with the building direction. Regarding the hatching region inside the contours, the 

grains were columnar, with a few millimetres in length and growing towards the building 

direction and through a few layers. Regarding the EBM-HIP-HT specimens, in the contour region 

they maintained the proportion and direction but they grew and were bigger. In both conditions 

NbC and TiN were detected, but the δ-phase was not possible to observe in the HIP-HT 

specimens. The grain width is very similar for all the conditions of the EBM specimens. 

[Balachandramurthi et al, 2019] 

Regarding the SLM-HT specimens, the hatching and the contour regions had a similar 

microstructure with elongated grains randomly orientated and growing mostly towards the 

building direction. The exception applies to the partially melted powder in the contour region that 

makes a boundary with the powder bed, which had fine equiaxed grains. The presence of NbC 

was detected in the grain and at its boundaries and δ phase along the grain boundaries. The SLM-

HIP-HT had a very similar microstructure to the HT condition. The biggest microstructure 

difference is in terms of the grain size and width that have grown, the absence of δ phase, the 

presence of plenty of annealing twins and the size homogeneity through the sample, resembling a 

forged material. However, the grains are still smaller than for the EBM specimens. As expected, 

due to the intrinsic characteristics of the SLM process, the steep cooling rate and thermal 

gradients originated fine grain structures and sub-grain structures, in opposition with the EBM 
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process, which due to the process characteristics has coarsened grains. [Balachandramurthi et al, 

2019] 

Regarding the fatigue results, they were already indicated previously (Balachandramurthi et al, 

2018). Regarding the crack growth, it is transgranular and was unaffected by the precipitates’ 

phases (NbC, TiN and δ phase), the grain size being the only difference the between specimens’ 

conditions and responsible for the faceted appearance of the fracture surface for the SLM-HIP-HT 

and EBM-HIP-HT. Due to this, the crack propagates in single shear mode and normal to the 

applied force, because the grain seems to be big enough to have the crack tip plasticity region 

inside it. For the EBM-HIP-HT, this was true for the contour, but regarding the hatch region, the 

grains are smaller and they observed striations suggesting that the crack grows by duplex slip 

mechanism. [Balachandramurthi et al, 2019] 

Alafaghani et al, 2018, studied the influence of the building direction and temperature of SLM 

manufactured specimens, on the microstructure and the respective mechanical properties of two 

different precipitate hardenable metal alloys, 15-5PH stainless steel and an Inconel 718. They 

built 3 specimens for each different condition and combination of material, building direction 

(under X, Y and Z axis), and for each tensile teste temperature (room temperature, 200 °C and 

300 °C). The authors do not state anything clearly about the postprocess of the specimens, so they 

should have been tested as built and without any heat treatment. The tensile tests were performed 

on an Instron 3369 with an environmental chamber accordingly to the ASTM E8/E8M and 

ASTM E21 standards at a speed of 0.16 mm/min. The best overall mechanical performance for 

both materials and all conditions were achieved at room temperature for all the directions but, 

even though, the ones built under the Z axis have the lowest Young’s Modulus and Tensile 

Strength. The authors say that the differences are related to the microstructure that was evaluated 

through SEM. The authors state that the microstructure maintains unchanged for all the different 

testing temperatures, but the microstructure between the specimens built under the Z axis is quite 

different from the ones built under the X and Y directions that have a similar microstructure. Like 

this, the authors say that the anisotropy between the specimens built on the X and Y are not 

related with the microstructure and needs further investigation.  

Hu et al, 2020, investigated the effects of the building direction and of the stress ratio on the 

fatigue crack growth behaviour of CT specimens built by the SLM technology in an Inconel 625 

metal powder alloy with size from 5 to 40 µm. They were built with layers of 40 µm and at two 

different directions (vertical specimens but with the notch with the same direction as the building 

direction and normal to it) in a single bar that was cut down and finished to the final dimensions, 

and subjected to solution annealing heat treatment at 1100 ºC/h under argon atmosphere in order 

to reduce or eliminate the residual stress and to reduce the anisotropy of the microstructure. They 

did not find any cracks, voids or inclusions, but the microstructure was anisotropic in all the 

analysed directions. They used an Instron 8872 servo hydraulic to run the Fatigue Crack Growth 
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(FCG) tests at room temperature at different stress ratios (𝑅 = 0.1, 0.5 and 0.7) and with the 

control of 𝐾 to acquire the data for the threshold region at 20 Hz and for the Paris region at 10 

Hz. In the Paris region, the horizontal notched specimens had a slightly higher FCG rate than the 

vertical ones, but near the threshold limit the FCG rate was much higher for the horizontal 

notched specimens than for the vertical ones for the tests running at 𝑅 = 0.1. Regarding the ones 

tested at 𝑅 = 0.5, they have a higher FCG rate with the increase of the 𝑅, but even in the two 

different orientations they have similar behaviour. They have also compared the results with the 

results from different researchers for the same alloy, and for a similar Inconel 718 alloy, achieved 

through a similar process and wrought state (just for the Inconel 625). The interesting part, is that 

the results for FCG rate in the Paris region (20 MPa·√𝑚 < ∆𝐾 < 40 MPa·√𝑚) are quite similar 

for all the building directions and different AM process and wrought, suggesting that the FCG 

resistance is quite similar and independent from the AM process, and similar to the wrought 

conventional material and controlled mainly by the load. They have also made SEM on the 

fracture surfaces and discovered that the micro voids had a neglected effect on the FCG rate at the 

threshold region, when compared with the anisotropy of the microstructure due to the build 

orientation of the specimen. They have also developed a model, through the correlation of 

different theorems (Elber’s, Griffith’s) and formulations, called “FCG driving force” to analyze 

the FCG behaviour of these family of materials. 

Sarkar et al, 2017, have studied the influence of inducing different levels of mean stress (zero, 

𝑅 = −1; compressive, 𝑅 = −2; tensile, 𝑅 = 0) and its relation with the failure modes and the 

fatigue life under cyclic loading. The specimens were produced by an EOSINT M270 with 200 W 

laser power, using an EOS stainless steel powder PH1 (PH15-5) and the standard parameters for 

this material from the supplier to process. They were postprocessed according to the ASTM E466 

and assessed in an Instron 1344 under cyclic load controlled mode with a frequency of 7 Hz. As 

expected, the compressive mean stress improved the fatigue life and the presence of the tensile 

mean stress was detrimental for the fatigue life, when compared with the zero mean stress. The 

fracture surface analysis was performed through SEM and they found all the crack growth regions 

for the tensile and the compressive mean stress, starting with crack initiation, stable crack growth, 

unstable crack growth and fracture region. On the other hand, at zero mean stress, they did not 

observe any unstable crack growth region, and the stable crack region was characterized by 

having dark and bright strips, corresponding to ductile-brittle mixed failure mode. Like this, they 

associated the presence of the unstable crack growth region to the presence of mean stress 

different from zero. For the compressive mean stress, the main failure mode is brittle, and 

regarding the tensile mean stress the fracture surfaces have quasi-cleavage and dimples, 

corresponding to brittle and mixed-rupture modes.  

Qian et al, 2020, have studied the influence of the mean stress and the building direction of 

specimens, under High Cycle Fatigue (HCF) and Very High Cycle Fatigue (VHCF). The 
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specimens were built using an aluminium powder alloy of AlSi10Mg through the technique of 

SLM under two different directions/angles, at 0° (horizontal built) and at 90° (vertical built), with 

“bone” shaped specimens for the monotonic tensile tests, and whereas the hourglass shape was 

used for the fatigue tests. The tensile tests were performed according to the Chinese standard of 

GB/T228-2002, under 2 mm/min of loading rate. The best mechanical performance was achieved 

for the horizontal built specimens with 0°, with Yield Strength = 170 MPa (90° = 235 MPA), 

Ultimate Tensile Strength = 465 MPa (90° = 440 MPA) and the Elongation at Break = 12.7% 

(90° = 4.3%). Interesting is that the specimens at 0° have a fracture surface angle of 

approximately 45° mainly due to the shear stress and the ones built at 90° have a fracture surface 

normal to the applied loading, the tensile stress being holdup the main responsibility for it. The 

microstructure of the specimens is similar for both directions, presenting grains like a “fish scale” 

pattern under the building direction, and elongated grains under the powder bed plane. They 

plotted S-N curves and checked that the increase of the tensile mean stress has a great influence 

on the HCF and the VHCF, decreasing their life. The fatigue life for the 0° specimen is higher 

than for the ones at 90°, possible due to the action of different stresses for each direction and due 

to the increased defects in the built specimens under 90°. They have performed SEM on the 

fracture surfaces and detected four root causes for the crack initiation process, lack-of-fusion or 

inclusion, internal pore, with no detected defect, and by tearing. The most common crack 

initiation process is due to lack-of-fusion and it happens on the surface, next to the surface and on 

the inside. They only detected crack initiation by pore on the specimens tested under VHCF. The 

torn ones seem to happen due to the stress concentration region originated by the HAZ of the melt 

pool. They have also calculated the fatigue crack threshold for this material, about 1.5 MPA√𝑚, 

and presented a model inspired on the Murakami’s one, Equation 25, of the crack initiation effect 

on the fatigue life. 

    

 

where,  

• 𝐶𝑚, 𝛽1, 𝛽2, 𝛽3 are constants that are determined using the least square method. 

• area – encircled area of the defect; 

• distance – from the center of the defect area to the specimen’s surface; 

• r – fracture surface radios; 

Kouraytem et al, 2020, aims to evaluate the specimens’ position inside the build volume and the 

influence of the loading direction. The specimens were subjected to a direct-age hardening heat 

treatment and produced in an Inconel 718 alloy through a L-PBF system, with recommended 

parameters, and tested under different mechanical responses/conditions, quasi-static and dynamic 

(25) 𝜎 =
𝐶𝑚

√𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎
𝛽1

(
1 − 𝑅

2
)

𝛽2

𝑒𝑥𝑝 (𝛽3√1 −
𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒

𝑟
) 
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loading. They have used a Concept Laser M2 machine, layers of 50 µm thickness, and virgin 

powder to build the bulk block of 80 × 80 × 100 mm3 from which they cut the specimens 

cylinders under the 3 main directions using wired EDM and cut them again to be similar to coins 

with a thickness of 3.5 mm.  
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3. Main Results and Discussion of Fatigue Life 

Assessment of Maraging Steel Components and 

Hybrid Formulatins Built by Selective Laser Melting 

3.1. Experimental Overview and Materials 

Different process scanning speeds were tried, in order to assess process performance and the 

resulting material through the build of different specimens, including hybrid formulations, 

according to ASTM standards which will be indicated along the research. In this case, a hybrid 

specimen is the one that was achieved by building on top of an existing steel preform. This 

preform, corresponding to half of the specimen, was manufactured by conventional technologies 

from raw casting materials. 

Defects and limitations from process versus material and specimen formulations were found, like 

porous, voids, tensile residual stress and lack of laser penetration. The microstructure and several 

specimens’ geometries were required to assess the different behaviour of material/specimens 

under different test conditions. Tensile tests were performed to achieve the monotonic properties, 

fatigue behaviour through fatigue tests and low-cycle fatigue tests, assessing a fatigue mechanism 

controlled by strain-range. Resulting fracture surfaces were analysed and brittle and ductile 

fracture mechanisms were identified. 

In Table 3.1, the different chemical compositions of used steels to manufacture the different 

specimens’ formulations can be seen. The AISI 18Ni300, or simply, the only used SLMed steel 

powder material in this research work, is common to all specimens, even for the hybrid 

formulations.  

Table 3.1: Chemical composition of the different materials used in the specimens, presented in 

weight % and according to supplier. 

Alloy 

[AISI] 
C Ni Co V Mo Ti Al Cr P Si Mn Fe 

18Ni300 0.01 18.2 9.0 - 5.0 0.6 0.05 0.3 0.01 0.1 0.04 Balance 

H13 0.40 - - 0.94 1.30 - - 5.29 0.017 1.05 0.36 Balance 

420 0.37 - - 0.17 - - - 14.22 0.021 0.64 0.37 Balance 
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The configuration and sample code hybrid specimens used in the research work of Chapter 3, are 

as follows in Table 3.2. 

Table 3.2: Hybrid specimens’ design. 

Sample Code SLMed or LPBF Powder Substrate or Preform Material 

LPBF/HS AISI 18Ni300 AISI H13 – Hot work tool Steel (DIN 1.2344) 

LPBF/SS AISI 18Ni300 AISI 420 – Stainless tool Steel (DIN 1.2083) 

 

In Figure 3.1, the specimens’ dimensions are indicated, and in Figure 3.2, the machine used to 

additively build them. These specimens (Figure 3.3) were tested in a 10 kN capacity Instron 

EletroPuls E10000 machine (Figure 3.4) for monotonic and fatigue tests to achieve mechanical 

properties and S-N curves respectively. 

 

Figure 3.1: Geometry and dimensions of cylindrical fully built specimens and hybrid 

formulations. In the hybrid formulations, and as indicated in Table 3.2, one half of it corresponds 

to the substrate made from HS or SS bulk material (darker region).  

 

Figure 3.2: Concept Laser M3 Linear machine (a) during the building of the specimens and 

selectively laser melting the 18Ni300 powder (b). Courtesy of Erofio S.A.. 

b)a)
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Figure 3.3: Specimens after the SLM process built at a scan speed of 200 mm/s. In a) the 

specimens are in as printed condition and on the build plate, and after the wired electrical 

discharging cutting of them from the build plate in b). In c) it is possible to observe the hybrid 

specimens after the SLM process, being formed by an AISI 420 substrate (darker region) with the 

intrinsic melted top (rougher region). In d) is possible to see the specimens after all the finishing 

iterations of lathe, grinding and polishing. 

 

 

Figure 3.4: Tensile test apparatus in the Instron EletroPuls E10000 (a) with a detail of the 

assembled specimen (b). 

a) b)

c) d)

a) b)
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The monotonic tensile properties of the different used materials are listed in Table 3.3. 

 

Table 3.3: Materials’ monotonic tensile properties; a – experimental values from tensile tests of 

SLMed specimens; b – values according to materials’ supplier datasheet. 

Material [AISI] Yield Stress [MPa] UTS [MPa] Strain at Failure [%] 

18Ni300
 (a) 1000 1147 6 

H13
 (b)

 1280 1520 12 

420
 (b)

 1360 1600 12 

 

In Figure 3.5 is the design of the CT specimen used to assess the fatigue crack growth rate curves, 

according to the ASTM E647.  

 

Figure 3.5: CT’s specimen dimensions and, if hybrid, with the spotted region made from a 

different substrate material, as indicated on Table 3.2. Where 𝑎0 = 7 and 𝑒 = 6 mm. 

 

The fatigue crack growth rate and the low-cycle fatigue tests were performed in a servohydraulic 

Instron test machine with 100 kN capacity, Figure 3.6. The low-cycle fatigue specimens’ 

dimensions are depicted in Figure 3.7. 
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Figure 3.6: Servohydraulic Instron test machine and its apparatus during a fatigue crack growth 

rate test (a), and detail of the CT specimen and travelling measuring microscope (b). 

 

Figure 3.7: Low-cycle fatigue specimen’s dimensions. 

3.2. Microstructure and Porosity 

Samples were prepared accordingly to the metallographic ASTM E407-99 standard from cross 

and long sections of the specimens in order to be observed with the optical microscope and so that 

the porosity and the microstructure could be assessed. From the SLMed samples built at different 

scan speeds, 200, 400 and 600 mm/s, some differences in the porosity level were found but not a 

noticeable difference at the microstructure level, even regarding grain size and shape. The biggest 

consequence of the scan speed increase was to affect the melting process, mainly the 𝑉𝐸𝐷, with 

consequences in the percentage of porosity, that is around 10 and 14 times bigger for the scan 

speed of 400 and 600 mm/s respectively, when compared with the porosity reference value of 

0.74 ± 0.09% achieved for a scan speed of 200 mm/s. The measured porosity was calculated with 

the help of the “Image J” software that by contrast image automatically calculates the total 

porosity of that image (Figure 3.8).  

b)a)
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Figure 3.8: Microstructure and porosity of specimens built with scan speeds of 200 mm/s (a) and 

400 mm/s (b), and how it was detected by the image “J” software (c). 

 

Another approach was to evaluate volumetric (3D) porosity through the Archimedes principle, 

and as expected, achieving the highest density of 7.42 g/cm3 for a scan speed of 200 mm/s (see 

Table 3.4).  This method achieved lower porosity, because the 2D measurement takes into 

account the porous shape in the plane directions and the presence of impurities resulting from the 

etching process. The porous shapes roughly suggest that they are changing from circular, to 

elliptical and to deformed/undefined, at the same time as the porous area increases. For specimens 

with the lowest porosity, the microstructure is quite coherent along the deposited layers. It is 

mainly formed by elongated grains with approximately 150 µm in length and 30 to 35 µm in 

width, being directly related with the nominal layer thickness of 30 µm used during the SLM 

process, see Figure 3.9. The formation of acicular cellular structures was observed, indicating the 

presence of a martensitic structure [Yao et al, 2018], associated with the increases in the 

mechanical properties. 

The hardness was evaluated according to the ASTM E384-11e1 standard at 0.5 kgf load. A slight 

decrease in the microhardness and dispersion’s increase was found due to the scan speed/porosity 

increase, see Table 3.4. 

 

Table 3.4: Mechanical properties of the SLMed 18Ni300 material, assessed under different scan 

speeds. 

Scan speed 

[mm/s] Porosity [%] 

Density 

[g/cm3] 

Hardness 

[HV1] 

Young’s 

modulus 

[GPa] 

Tensile 

strength 

[MPa] 

Strain at 

failure [%] 

200 0.74 ± 0.09 7.42 354 ± 5 168 ± 29 1147 ± 13 5.12 ± 0.001 

400 7.37 ± 0.99 7.29 348 ± 6 155 ± 30 1032 ± 27 1.45 ± 0.01 

600 10.38 ± 2.88 7.14 341 ± 8 104 ± 38 612 ± 22 0.71 ± 0.002 

a) b) c)
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The integrity and adhesion of the interface between the steel base and the SLMed material for the 

hybrid specimens’ formulations were observed on the SLM/H13’s interface. A new white region 

was detected in H13’s microstructure, indicating a decarburization, followed by a corrugated 

darker region, indicating an increase in the carbon content. It is a consequence of the diffusion of 

the carbon from the “white” to the darker “region”, enabled by the remelt of the H13 steel by the 

laser scanning during the first layer, see Figure 3.9 b). The corrugated profile is related to the 

hatching distance between two consecutive laser trajectories. The matter should be looked at 

carefully and more research done about it, because, a similar corrugated effect on the AISI 420 

material was expected to be found, especially because they have a similar carbon content, AISI 

H13 – 0.39% C / AISI 420 – 0.38% C. This could be related with the different orientation of the 

laser scan paths, being parallel to the observed section. It is important to refer to the fact that 

despite having porosity in the SLMed material, no porosity was detected in the interface and right 

next to it. 

 

Figure 3.9: Microstructure of the SLMed 18Ni300 material with a red boundary around acicular 

structure (a); interface of H13 material with the SLMed material (b); interface of 420 material 

with the SLMed. 

Similar microstructures were found for the different specimen formulations of the SLMed 

material, if built under the same conditions (parameters/scan speed), even for the hybrid 

formulations.  

3.3. Monotonic Mechanical Properties 

The assessment of mechanical properties of all specimens was done by monotonic tensile tests in 

an Instron Electropuls E10000 machine running at a speed of 2 mm/s and at room temperature, 

with round “bone” like shaped specimens, see Figure 2, Appendix I and Figure1, Appendix II. 

The load-strain curves resulting from the tests were plotted and can be seen, for the fully SLMed 

specimens and for the hybrid ones, in Figure 3.10. The behaviour of the material curves is similar 

to the ones from the metal alloys, starting with an initial linear region, followed by a non-linear 

a) b) c)
or SLM

SLM SLMH13 420
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one. It the fully SLMed specimens, it is possible to observe a decrease in the mechanical 

properties due to the increased porosity, consequence of the scanning speed increase from 200 to 

400 and to 600 mm/s. This porosity is affecting the specimens’ cross-section area, leading to a 

drop in the ultimate tensile stress from 1147 ± 13 MPa (200 mm/s) to 612 ± 22 MPa (600 mm/s), 

and a drop of the Young’s modulus from 168 ± 29 GPa (200 mm/s) to 104 ± 38 GPa (600 mm/s), 

see Table 3.4. Another big contribution to the degradation of the mechanical properties comes 

from the irregular (3D) porous shape in association with the porous growing effect from the 

increasing scanning speed, which leads to an increase of the stress concentration. 

 

Figure 3.10: Monotonic tensile load-strain curves of the different specimen formulations. 

 

Regarding the mechanical properties of the hybrid formulations, three valid samples and tests 

were used to achieve each curve. These have a global stiffness higher than the fully SLMed 

specimens, because the recorded strain is an average value assessed with an extensometer roughly 

in the middle of the interface region. This interface region is characterized by having a steel base 

made from different alloys with higher stiffness/Young’s modulus than the SLMed material and 

the bases materials have similar stiffness (AISI 420 and the AISI H13). On the other hand, the 

strain at failure is lower for the hybrid specimens but, the ultimate tensile stress is similar for all 

the formulations, hybrid and fully SLMed, because the rupture always happened in the SLM 

material. Check Table 3, Appendix II. 

Young’s modulus was calculated by linear regression of the stress-strain curves of the linear 

region, having a correlation coefficient higher than 99.5%. The ultimate tensile strength 

corresponds to the maximum stress achieved on the stress-strain curves.  

LPBF – 200 mm/s

LPBF – 400 mm/s

LPBF – 600 mm/s

LPBF/SS

LPBF/HS
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3.4. Fatigue Assessment 

All the following fatigue tests were performed for the SLMed material with the lowest porosity, 

built at 200 mm/s, including the hybrid formulations. The fatigue endurance tests were performed 

under two different conditions, at constant amplitude under sinusoidal load and under sinusoidal 

displacement. Both tests were carried out with a frequency varying from 15 to 20 Hz. Fatigue 

tests were performed for all 3 different specimen formulations under pulsating tensile loading 

(𝑅 = 0) and depicted as the initial nominal stress range versus the number of cycles to failure. 

The respective S-N curves can be seen at Figure 3.11 for the full SLMed specimens. 

 

 

Figure 3.11: Comparison between S-N curves under Load and Displacement control for the fully 

SLMed 18Ni300 specimen. 

  

For the fully SLMed specimen and for short lives, the values are similar for the two conditions 

(under load and displacement control) but, for longer lives, the fatigue strength is 31% higher for 

𝑁 = 5 × 105 cycles under load control than under displacement control. 

The hybrid’s specimen S-N curves at Figure 3.12 obtained under load control and displacement 

control were respectively overlapped with the fully SLMed specimen curves for an easier 

comparison. In Figure 3.12 a), the life of the hybrid specimens is progressively lower than the one 

fully built by SLM. On the other hand, the displacement curves for the hybrid and for the fully 

built specimens have almost the same behaviour and fatigue life, see Figure 3.12 b). 
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Figure 3.12: Plot of S-N curves under load control (a) and displacement control (b) for fully 

SLMed and hybrid specimen formulations. 

 

Like this, the fatigue life for all the SLMed material and for all the specimens’ formulations is 

controlled by strain range. Even in the case of the hybrid formulations, their fatigue strength is 

not significantly affected by the fact of having a steel substrate (AISI 420 and AISI H13). The 

different substrates have a good adhesion on the interface, and the weakest region in terms of 

fatigue strength is located on the LPBF region. However, it is important to state that there was a 

slightly tendency to decrease the fatigue life of the specimens under displacement control, when 

compared with the load controlled ones. This could be explained due to the material cyclic 

softening, as observed on the research of Appendix III and Appendix V.  

Variable fatigue tests were performed according to the previously mentioned conditions, with the 

exception of being just performed under variable sinusoidal loading control and with stress ranges 

applied in three blocks of 1000 cycles, running in a loop until the final rupture, according to the 

pattern in Figure 3.13. 

 

Figure 3.13: Scheme of the stress pattern loop load during the variable amplitude fatigue tests.  
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Miner’s law was used to define an equivalent stress [Miner, 1945], enabling it to be compared 

with the experimental fatigue results under variable amplitude loading control but, neglecting the 

existence of a fatigue limit. The tests were performed and the results compare the predicted lives 

(𝑁𝑝) from Miner’s law and the experimental results under variable amplitude fatigue (𝑁𝑓) for the 

fully SLMed and the hybrid specimens (SLM/HS and SLM/SS), Figures 3.14 a) and b) and c), 

respectively. The predicted lives limits were calculated and a domain was plotted according to the 

𝑁𝑝 = 2𝑁𝑓 and 𝑁𝑝 = 0.5𝑁𝑓, and assumed as a criterion of prediction exactness. 

 

 

Figure 3.14: Comparison between experimental and predicted lives using Miner’s law for fully 

SLMed specimens (a), and hybrid formulations with substrate materials in AISI H13 (b), and in 

AISI 420 (c). 

.  

This domain, limited by the stripes, contains the majority of the experimental points, indicating a 

very good agreement between the predicted and the experimental fatigue lives. Like this, it is 

possible to conclude that the Miner’s law is suitable to predict the fatigue lives of the fully 

SLMed and hybrid specimens, even knowing that there is a tendency to be conservative for the 

LPBF/HS specimens. 

3.5. Low Cycle Fatigue Assessment 

Low cycle fatigue tests were performed in accordance with the ASTM E606 and run at fully-

reversed strain-controlled conditions (𝑅 = −1), with sinusoidal waveforms, and strain amplitudes 

between 0.3 to 1.0%, at a constant strain rate (𝑑휀 𝑑𝑡⁄ ) of 8 × 10−3 Hz, until final rupture. 

The cyclic deformation behaviour of the material is depicted at Figure 3.5, and relates the peak, 

mean and valley stresses with the different strain amplitudes and the life ratio. 
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Relative to the stress peak, it was observed that for all strain amplitudes the peak stress increases 

for the first 2 or 3 cycles, followed by a region of about 90% of the life ratio where the stress peak 

is continuously decreasing for higher strain amplitudes but which has a very stable response for 

low strain rates; for the last 10% of the life ratio, there is a fall in the peak stress values 

independently from the strain amplitudes. The mean stress is slightly decreasing throughout its 

life for all the strain amplitudes, but it has lower mean stresses for higher strain amplitudes. For 

the valley stresses, at lower strain amplitudes they are quite constant throughout the life, and at 

higher strain amplitudes the valley stress increases with the life ratio increases. 

 

 

Figure 3.15: Peak, mean and valley stress variation throughout its normalized life. 

 

The plastic strain energy density and the total strain energy density per cycle (plastic + elastic 

strain energy) are very stable during its life, having a softening region for the first 10% of its life 

rate and more expressive for higher strain amplitudes, following a quite stable (saturated) region, 

up to 90% of its total life rate, and in the remaining life, there are small perturbations that 

culminate in fatigue rupture (Figure 3.16 and 3.17). According to Smith et al, 1963, the materials 

that have a ratio between tensile strength and yield lower than 1.2 are cyclically softening, but for 

the present material we have a ratio higher than 1.26 and still, the material is softening. 
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Figure 3.16: Plastic strain energy density per cycle throughout its normalized life, during low-

cycle fatigue test at different strain rates. 

 

 

Figure 3.17: Total strain energy density per cycle throughout its normalized life, during low-cycle 

fatigue test at different strain rates. 

 

Considering the previous fact that the stable hysteresis loop circuits (saturated region) are 

achieved in an early stage of its life, the mid-life was chosen to study and collect the experimental 

data from the cyclic stress-strain response of the stable region and the respective plastic and total 

strain energy densities, see Table 3, Appendix III. 
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From the data, it was possible to depict the stress-strain loops curves and, in Figure 3.18 a), the 

saturated cycles at relative coordinates and the lower tips tied together are represented.  It can be 

observed that the upper branches of the hysteresis loops, at different strain amplitudes, do not 

form a unique curve, suggesting that the material has a non-Masing behaviour, meaning that the 

linear region is suffering changes. This behaviour is easily observed in Figure 3.18 b) where the 

upper branches of the loops are tied together, and it is possible to check that the linear region of 

the loops decreases and is independent of the applied strain amplitudes (loops selected from strain 

amplitudes higher than 0.5%), an effect normally associated with the dislocation cells’ formation 

[Raouf et al, 1977]. These circuits have an area of 40% to 45% of the ideal ones (Masing 

behaviour). 

 

Figure 3.18: Stable mide-life circuits at different strain amplitudes with joined lower tips (a) and 

with merged upper branches (b). 

The cyclic stress and the plastic strain amplitudes are depicted in Figure 3.19, through the relation 

suggested by Morrow, 1965, in Equation 11, and determining the coefficients’ constants by linear 

regression and the least square method, achieving a correlation coefficient of 𝑟 = 0.982, see 

Table 4, Appendix III. 

For cyclic loading, the slopes of the hysteresis loops curves at the beginning of the loading cycle 

and at the load reversal could be different, because the effective elastic unloading modulus (𝐸′′), 

immediately after the load reversal, corresponding to the slope of the stable hysteresis loop after 

strain reversal, is influenced by the cyclic properties of the material (hardening or softening). This 

effective elastic unloading modulus, measured during the tests is represented in Figure 3.19, by 

the dash-dotted curve. According to the literature [Branco, 2016; Ellyin, 1997; Kujawski, 1987], 
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it is possible to define a relationship between the cyclic stress amplitude against the elastic strain 

amplitude through a power law, Equation 11. The corresponding “effective” coefficients were 

calculated by a best fit technique with a correlation factor of 𝑟 = 0.998. For clarity and 

comparison, the linear relationship was calculated using the Elastic Modulus (𝐸), showing a 

variation of the unloading modulus with the strain amplitude, revealing the nonlinear behaviour 

on the plastic regime but also in the elastic regime, see Figure 3.19. 

 

 

Figure 3.19: Relation between the cyclic stress amplitude and the plastic and elastic strain 

amplitude, using the unloading modulus resulting from the tests and depicted by the dashed line, 

the Young’s Modulus (E) resulted from the monotonic tensile tests, depicted by the dashed-dot 

line. 

 

Through the Equation 12, as suggested by Ramberg-Osgood, it is possible to depict the cyclic 

stress-strain curve, Figure 3.20, showing that the cyclic behaviour of the material is always below 

the monotonic curve, an effect caused by the material softening. Despite the softening behaviour, 

the degree of softening is always different, but with a relatively small degree of softening. The 

region where the softening degree was higher is located between strain rates of 0.5 and 1.2%, a 

value at which the softening degree is already decreasing. 
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Figure 3.20: Comparison between the monotonic tensile stress-strain curve and the cyclic stress-

strain curve, enlightening the softening of the AISI 18Ni300 SLMed material.  

 

The strain-life relation of the elastic, plastic and total strain amplitudes are depicted in Figure 3.21 

and were calculated based on the Basquin-Coffin-Manson relation, according to Equation 15. The 

missing values were calculated by linear regression. The transition life is relatively short, 35 

reversals, when compared with the transition life of conventional materials with similar 

monotonic properties (2𝑁𝑇 = 3038 reversals), a difference of about 2 orders of magnitude 

[Branco et al, 2012]. 

 

Figure 3.21: Plastic, elastic and total strain amplitude against number of reversals to failure. 
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The energy-life relation method states that the dissipated strain energy density per cycle 

contributes to the fatigue damage. Due to the properties of the material, which has a plastic strain 

and total relatively constant strain energy densities (see Figure 3.9 and 3.10), making it possible 

to directly estimate the cumulative fatigue damage by the means of the energy dissipation, see 

Equation 26.  

where, 

• 𝑘𝑝 and 𝛼𝑝 – fitting constants 

The relation between the plastic strain energy density and the number of cycles to failure in the 

mid-life cycle, can be described by a power law, and was demonstrated by [Lefebvre et al, 1984] 

for non-Masing materials. This should be used for high strain levels, because it could mislead the 

fatigue life assessment of materials close to the fatigue limit. On the other hand, the total strain 

energy density, depicted in Figure 3.15, according to Equation 27, which results from the sum of 

the plastic and the elastic strain energies densities of the mid-life hysteresis loops, have a good fit 

with experimental data, and can be used to assess the fatigue life in low and high-cycle fatigue 

regimes, even being sensitive to the mean-stress. This method was successfully applied in U-

notched round bars tested under bending-torsion loading by Branco et al, 2017. 

 

where, 

• 𝑘𝑡 and 𝛼𝑡 – constants 

• ∆𝑊0
𝑒+ – tensile elastic energy at the material fatigue limit estimated here at 2𝑁𝑓 = 107  

 

Figure 3.22: Plastic strain energy (Equation 26) and total strain energy (Equation 27) versus 

number of reversals to failure in the mid-life hysteresis loop. 
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(26) ∆𝑊𝑝 = 𝑘𝑝(2𝑁𝑓)𝛼𝑝 
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𝑒+ 
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3.6. Fatigue Fracture Analysis 

Fatigue rupture always happened in the SLMed specimens. In this way, the fracture surfaces 

analyses are always performed on the SLMed material for the specimens built with a scan speed 

at 200 mm/s. Fatigue fracture surfaces were analysed with the help of SEM, and it was possible to 

observe that the crack growth initiated from defects on the external surface, and internally near to 

the surface, propagating through the cross section. Another factor that helps to raise the cracks 

around the surface is the residual tensile stress near the surface, inherent to the AISI 18Ni300 

powder alloy when processed by SLM under these conditions, as assessed on Appendix V. 

The rupture surfaces resulted from fatigue tests under load control at constant amplitude (Figure 

3.23), and the ones resulting from the low-cycle fatigue under fully-reversed strain-control at 

0.60% strain amplitudes (Figure 3.24), showed multi-nucleation in the grand majority of the cases 

(Figure 3.23 a) and 3.24 a)) and propagation through different layers, revealing a 

morphology/texture produced by the shape and orientation of the particles due to the laser scan 

cross hatch pattern created during the melting process. All the cracks propagated by mixed mode 

(intragranular and intergranular) and the fatigue crack initiation process are predominantly 

growing by brittle mode (Figure 3.23 b)) with associated cleavage (transgranular mode) and some 

ductile dimples. 

 

Figure 3.23: Fracture surfaces resulting from fatigue tests; in a) the fracture surface is revealing 

the cross-hatch texture done by the laser scanning strategy and in b) it is possible to observe the 

brittle crack propagation facets. 

 

However, the inner cross section reveals mainly a ductile fracture mode formed by ductile 

dimples and microvoids. Overall, the crack initiates due to material defects in the subsurface from 

the SLM process, like voids and unmolten particles acting as crack initiation points, and growing 

across the section, mainly by ductile mode, and at the same time between the deposited layers by 

cleavage, driven by the presence of defects that acts as a stress intensity factor riser. 
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The main observed defects arise due to process limitations (parameters, process stability, spatters, 

gas flow, powder, and so on), which leads to process instabilities and could result in the lack of 

penetration of the laser beam (3.24 b)), missing the conditions to create a perfect melt pool of 

metal, originating micro-voids and unmolted material (3.24 d)), see Figure 3.24. 

From the observation, there seems that there is no influence from the kind of fatigue test that was 

performed, even with different specimens’ geometries. The only thing that could have some 

differences is relative to the central cross section, which corresponds to the predominant ductile 

mode region, which is smaller in Figure 3.23 a) when compared to Figure 3.24 a). Of course, we 

must take into account that the cross section of specimen in Figure 3.24 a) has more than twice 

the area of the one from 3.23 a). 

 

 

Figure 3.24: Fracture surfaces resulting from the low-cycle fatigue tests; a) multi-nucleation 

cracks; b) crack nucleation on lack of penetration defect; c) crack propagation by mixed mode, 

starting with brittle fracture and passing to ductile fracture when growing in the direction of the 

specimen’s center; d) unmolten particles defect.  

  

a) b)

c) d)
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Appendix I 
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Appendix II 
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4. Main Results and Discussion of Fatigue Crack 

Growth in 18Ni300 Maraging Steel Alloy and Hybrid 

Formulations Built by Selective Laser Melting 

4.1. Experimental Overview and Materials 

In the following chapter, a new substrate material was introduced due to its lower mechanical 

properties, when compared with the previously used ones, to verify if there is any change in the 

fatigue behaviour of the hybrid specimens. See Table 4.1 for its chemical composition and Table 

4.2 for mechanical properties. 

 

Table 4.1: Chemical composition of the new substrate material in weight %, according to the 

supplier. 

Alloy 

[AISI] 
C Ni Co V Mo Ti Al Cr P Si Mn Fe 

CK45E 0.42 - - - - - - - 0.035 0.15 0.5 Balance 

   

Table 4.2: Materials’ monotonic tensile properties according to supplier. 

Alloy [DIN] Yield Stress [MPa] UTS [MPa] Strain at Break [%] 

CK45E 420 670 16 

 

Fatigue crack growth propagation was assessed using experimental tests on CT specimens and 

using the Finite Element Method. 

The numerical approach was used to predict the Crack Tip Opening Displacement (CTOD) for 

CT specimens and the SLMed material hardening properties were assessed by low-cycle fatigue 

tests, using specimens according to Figure 4.1.  
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Figure 4.1: Low-cycle fatigue specimen’s dimensions for the SLMed material. 

 

The experimental fatigue crack growth propagation tests used CT specimens, like the ones 

depicted in Figure 4.1, and with dimensions previously indicated in Figure 3.5, with 𝑎0 = 7, 𝑒 =

6 and 3 mm, with an apparatus similar to the one from Figure 3.6. Fatigue Crack Growth Rates 

(FCGR) plotted as da/dN-∆K curves, can be found below for the fully SLMed specimens 

subjected to post heat treatment and for the hybrid formulations too, in as printed condition. 

 

Figure 4.2: Example of CT specimens used in the different tests. In a) it is possible to observe one 

layer finished during the SLM process, it being possible to observe the CT specimens with a 

thickness of 3 and 6 mm, and in b) the respective build job after the SLM process, powder 

removal and still “welded” to the build plate, contrasting with the hybrid ones in c), that were 

produced individually “attached” to the substrate material. Finally, in d), it is a manufactured 

specimen ready to test, after grinding, after wired electro discharging process and polishing. 

3333
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The crack closure phenomenon was assessed by experimental FCGR tests with different stress 

ratios and transient regimes were analysed after applying single and block overloads. They were 

performed for all specimens’ formulations, using a micro gauge very close to the crack tip, see 

Figure 4.3. 

 

Figure 4.3: Instron EletroPuls E10000 testing machine (a) with an assembled traveling measuring 

device used for crack tip measurement and details of specimen assembling holes (b) for the micro 

gauge (c) used to measure the crack tip opening. 

4.2. Microstructure Analysis of Hybrid Specimens 

and the Effect of the Age Hardening Heat 

Treatment of SLMed 18Ni300 Steel Alloy 

The samples were prepared from CT specimens according to the best practices and standards such 

as those indicated in the different Appendices. For the “as printed” 18Ni300 material condition, 

the CT’s microstructure was similar to the one found in the round specimens, as previously 

mentioned in Chapter 3.1. This is valid for all the CT’s hybrid formulations interfaces, regarding 

the high strength steels AISI H13 and AISI 420, and regarding the new substrate made of CK45E 

mild steel. 

Age hardening heat treatment, also known as precipitation hardening heat treatment, was 

performed to a batch of totally SLMed CT specimens, causing significative changes in the 

microstructure. The heat treatment has increased the microhardness by more than 25%, with HV1 

= 495, and homogenised the microstructure and the layer interfaces, see Figure 4.4. 

a)

c)

Pin Hole

b)
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Figure 4.4: SLMed 18Ni300 microstructure in as printed (a) and heat-treated condition (b). 

 

Another advantage of the heat treatment is related to the decrease in the residual stress inherent 

[Rafi et al, 2014] to the SLM process that could lead to stress cracks and to layer delamination 

[Mercelis et al, 2006]. From the assessment of the residual stress by the X-ray Diffraction 

technique, was possible to calculate a 30% decrease in the residual tensile stress (from 290 to 185 

MPa), the maximum being next to the specimens’ surface, becoming lower along its thickness, 

see Figure 4.5. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.5: Comparison of residual tensile stress in as printed condition and after heat treatment 

for the SLMed 18Ni300.  

a) b)
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4.3. Assessment of the FCG on a 18Ni300 Alloy in 

as Printed Condition and in Heat Treated 

Condition 

CT specimens, built by SLM in AISI 18Ni300 maraging steel were used to assess the fatigue 

crack growth according to the ASTM E647 [ASTM, 2000] standard in order to plot 𝑑𝑎 𝑑𝑁⁄ -∆𝐾 

curves. Load control mode was used to run the tests at a loading rate of 25 Hz, using specimens 

with a thickness of 3 and 6 mm and with different stress ratios (𝑅 = 0.05, 0.3 and 0.6), see Table 

2, Appendix IV. The crack displacement was recorded for a crack length  (𝑎) longer than 7 mm 

and the FCGRs were calculated through the five-point incremental polynomial method and 

plotted curves on a log-log scale, see Figure 4.6. 

 

Figure 4.6: Experimental results comparison of SLMed 18Ni300 material da/dN-∆K curves with 

different materials (a) and under different conditions (b) at R=0.05. 

  

As expected, and as can be observed in Figure 4.6 b), it is possible to verify the existence of the 

Regime I, II and III. Near the threshold and for relatively small values of ∆𝐾 there is a quick 

reduction of 𝑑𝑎 𝑑𝑁⁄  values, followed by a linear region correspondent to the Regime II where the 

Paris Law is valid and following a region that resembles Regime III, where a small increase in the 

∆𝐾 leads to a greater increase in the 𝑑𝑎 𝑑𝑁⁄  and to final rupture. The tests run with increasing 

stress ratios are indicating a slight increase of the FCGR, and the ones performed in different 

specimens’ thicknesses have curves that are practically coincident, both results indicating a 

reduced level of “crack closure”. 
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The FCG described by the Laird model [Laird et al, 1963; Laird, 1967], was the one adopted and 

widely accepted to define the phenomenon of fatigue crack propagation mechanism in Regime II 

of 𝑑𝑎 𝑑𝑁⁄  curves. This model indicates that a new fracture surface appears in the highly stressed 

concentration 45° region, due to the blunting induced by the plastic deformation in the crack tip. 

The slippage is partially reversed due to the compression stress at the crack tip, approaching 

fracture surfaces to each other, but without reconnecting the atomic bonds of the new fracture 

surface. The resulting linearity and slope of the curves in the Paris regime are quite similar if 

compared with others from different materials (Figure 4.6 a)), suggesting that the FCG 

mechanism is controlled by cyclic plastic deformation at the crack tip. 

The respective 𝑑𝑎 𝑑𝑁⁄ -∆𝐾 curves, with 𝑅 = 0.05, and for as built and heat-treated specimen were 

assessed and reveal a decrease in the FCG rate of the heat-treated specimens near the threshold 

and in the Paris regime, see Figure 4.6 b). As stated before, this normal behaviour happens due to 

the microstructure’s homogenization and to the lower residual stress, sees Figure 4.5, decreasing 

the effective loading stress ratio. 

FCG tests were performed for the hybrid formulations too, built with substrates of AISI H13, 

AISI 420 and CK45E materials, under the same conditions with a 𝑅 = 0.05, and the resulting 

𝑑𝑎 𝑑𝑁⁄ -∆𝐾 curves were superimposed with the ones for the SLMed 18Ni300 material. From their 

comparison, it is possible to say that the effect of the steel base in the fatigue crack growth for the 

entire ∆𝐾 is negligible for all the hybrid formulations. The reason for having similar FCG 

behaviour is because the crack always initiates in the root of the notch and always propagates 

next to the interface, but in the SMLed material. Because the SLMed material has always had a 

similar microstructure, chemical composition and being the less resistant, the crack is always 

growing towards this material. The AISI 420 steel base is mainly influencing the mean stress 

effect. This was evaluated comparing the 𝑑𝑎 𝑑𝑁⁄ -∆𝐾 curves for different 𝑅 = 0.05, 0.3 and 0.6. 

Against the expectations, when comparing with other metal alloys, there was a negligible effect 

of the mean stress on the Paris stable regime, being only observable in Regime III when 

approaching the fracture toughness (𝐾1c) of the material, with a significant increase in the FCGR, 

see Figure 4.7. 
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Figure 4.7: Mean stress influence in the da/dN-∆K curves of the hybrid specimen built on top of 

an AISI 420 stainless steel substrate.  

 

More tests were performed under the same conditions but only the data from 𝑑𝑎 𝑑𝑁⁄ -∆𝐾 in the 

Paris regime were used for comparison and with superimposed overloads at 12 and 18 MPa√m 

and overload ratio, OLR = 2, with decreased frequency of 0.5 Hz in the transient regimes for 

better accuracy and data acquisition, using a microgauge [Borrego et al, 2004; 2010] placed 

closer to the crack tip and registering load-displacement behaviour at specific crack lengths. 

 

The OLR is defined by the following Equation 28: 

    

where, ∆𝐾𝑂𝐿 is the maximum peak stress intensity factor range and ∆𝐾𝐵𝐿 is the baseline stress 

intensity factor range before the overload is applied. 

 

The overloads were single applied and at blocks of 10 and 100 cycles, under load control and at 

constant 𝑅 and ∆𝐾 for the SLM’ed specimens with and without heat treatment (single applied and 

AISI 420 Substrate; R = 0.05

AISI 420 Substrate; R = 0.3

AISI 420 Substrate; R = 0.6

(28) 𝑂𝐿𝑅 =
𝛥𝐾𝑂𝐿

𝛥𝐾𝐵𝐿
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100 cycles), and for the hybrid formulations with steel bases of AISI H13, AISI 420 and CK45E 

(see materials properties on Table 3.1 and Table 4.1) and without heat treatment in terms of the 

SLMed and CK45E materials. 

Using the maximization of the correlation coefficient technique [Allison et al, 1988; Borrego et 

al, 2003], enables the opening load (𝑃𝑜𝑝) to be determined, corresponding to the point where the 

correlation coefficient reaches a maximum. Contrary to the behaviour usually seen in other alloys 

[Borrego et al, 2003; Borrego et al, 2005; Shin et al, 1993], from the plot of the correlation 

coefficient and the opening load during the loading fatigue cycle phase in Figure 4.8 [Luecke et 

al, 2014], it is possible to see that there is no defined maximum, meaning that it was not possible 

to observe any crack closure phenomenon, which usually justifies the retardation effect [Borrego 

et al, 2001; 2003; 2005; 2008; 2012] and justifying the little effect of the mean stress on the stable 

crack propagation regime. 

 

 

Figure 4.8: Opening load determination using the maximization of the correlation coefficient 

technique. 

 

However, there is still crack growth retardation in the transient regimes. This retardation effect 

was more evident in the fully SLM’ed specimens in the as built condition for single applied 

overloads (Figure 4.9 a), but not for the heat-treated ones. The heat-treated specimens only 

showed relevant crack retardation when subjected to block overloads of 100 cycles (Figure 4.9 b). 
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Figure 4.9: Transient regime after single overload with and without heat treatment (a) and the 

influence of block overloads in heat-treated specimens (b). 

 

The retardation effect in the transient regime was also observed for the studied hybrid 

formulations. The retardation effect was very similar for the CK45E and AISI 420 hybrid 

formulations, independently from the steel base, due to the fact that the propagation is always 

happening in the same as built material. As it happened for the heat-treaded specimens, the 

retardation effect increased for the AISI 420 hybrid formulation with applied overload blocks of 

100 cycles for the studied ∆𝐾 baseline values (Figure 4.10 a). 

 

Figure 4.10: Transient regime after single and block overloads for specimens with an AISI 420 

substrate (a) and the influence of the substrate when applying blocks of 100 overloads (b). 
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The retardation effect in the transient regimes could be explained by the crack 

branching/bifurcation [Suresh, 1983] contouring the deposited layers, rejoining later after the 

transient regime and continuing to grow in a “stable mode” (as prior to the overload) for both 

states of the SLMed material, with and without heat treatment, see Figure 4.11 a) and b) 

respectively. It is important to mention that the heat treatment reduces the crack propagation 

retardation effect in the transient regime after the overload, especially for lower ∆𝐾 values. 

 

 

Figure 4.11: Crack path and bifurcation resulting from a single overload for heat-treated SLMed 

material (a) and for the hybrid formulation with a CK45E substrate. 

 

4.4. FCG Numerical Analysis Based on Plastic 

CTOD (𝛿𝑝) for 18Ni300 Material in as Printed 

Condition 

Low cycle fatigue tests were performed in order to have experimental stress-strain curves (check 

test details on Appendix IV), which are needed for an accurate modelling of elastic-plastic 

behaviour. This is critical to obtain feasible predictions of plastic CTOD in the FE numerical 

simulations. The elastic-plastic material model was based on Hooke’s law, Von Mises yield 

criterion (Equation 29), Cauchy stress tensor, Voce isotropic hardening law [Voce, 1948], 

Armstrong-Frederick non-linear kinematic hardening [Chaboche, 2008]. The fitting of material 

parameters was made by a minimization function based on least-squares method and using 

SOLVER tool from Microsoft Excel [Lasdon et al, 1975]. This fitting technique was already 

demonstrated with success in a research work from Antunes et al, 2017.  

 

b)a)
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where,  

• ∑ – effective stress tensor (see Equation 1, Appendix IV) 

• 𝑌– yield stress and its evolution during plastic deformation 

The constants that were calculated throughout the process for the fitting stress-strain curve can be 

found in Table 3, Appendix IV.  

The assessed experimental low-cycle fatigue stress-strain curve and the fitted one from the 

numerical iteration are depicted in Figure 4.12, showing a good agreement of the modelling 

procedure with the SLMed material properties. 

 

 

Figure 4.12: Experimental curve resulting from cyclic tests to acquire stress-strain relationship (a) 

and the superimposed numerical fitted curve (b).  

 

For the FE numerical determination of plastic CTOD (𝛿𝑝), a model with ¼ of the size of the CT 

specimen was used, with a thickness of 0.1 mm. The boundary conditions are indicated in Figure 

4.13. The simulation was done considering pure plane stress state, due to the relatively low 

thickness, and knowing from previous experimental tests that FCGR is practically unaffected by 

the specimen thickness. As with the experimental tests previously done for the CT specimen, the 

simulation was performed under load control conditions for different initial crack lengths (𝑎0), 

with remote loads according to the experimental tests and listed in Table 2, Appendix IV. The 

finite element mesh is also represented in Figure 4.13. Elements with 8 × 8 μm2 were considered 

around crack path and only one layer of elements was considered along the thickness. 

(29) (∑22 − ∑33)2 + (∑33 − ∑11)2 + (∑11 − ∑22)2 + 3∑23
2 + 3∑13

2 + 3∑12
2 = 2𝑌2 
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Figure 4.13: Representation of the FE model used to determine CTOD with loading conditions 

(a), boundary conditions for plane stress state (b) and detail of the refined finite element mesh (c). 

 

Figure 4.14 shows CTOD predictions obtained for an initial crack length of 𝑎0= 24 mm, 

subjected to 20 crack propagations, corresponding to a crack growth of 160 µm. To have a good 

representation of crack tip mechanisms, the CTOD was first measured at a distance of 8 µm 

behind the crack tip. Several points were placed in Figure 4.14, from “A” to “D”, to define 

different regions of the CTOD simulation. “A” corresponds to the minimum load, where the crack 

is closed. Despite the increase in the load, the crack remains closed, i.e., with a CTOD = 0, until 

point “B”. From “B” to “C”, the crack starts to open linearly with the increase of the load. This 

load range is not effective, meaning that we are only opening the crack but not making it grow, 

since it corresponds to the linear elastic regime of the material. In “C”, plastic deformations start 

increasing with the load until it reaches “D”. “D”, which corresponds to the maximum load and to 

the maximum CTOD, is an inflection point, where the applied load starts decreasing. With the 

decrease of the load, it is possible to observe a region of reversed elastic deformation with a slope 

similar to the loading phase, and followed by a reversed plastic deformation. It is important to 

state that, supposedly, the elastic deformation does not affect the FCG, which is linked to the 

plastic CTOD. 

a) b)

c)
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Figure 4.14: Representation of CTOD evolution under a remote single load at stress plane and 

with an initial crack length of 𝑎0 = 24 mm. 

 

From numerical simulations for different crack lengths, the evolution of plastic CTOD (𝛿𝑝) with 

the applied load range was depicted, see Figure 4.15. Relatively small levels of plastic 

deformation were detected, when compared with other simulated materials with constants 

indicated in Table 3 Appendix IV. This could be justified by the relatively high yield stress, 

which explains the low level of plastic deformation and crack closure too (no crack closure found 

for the plane strain case). 

 

Figure 4.15: Plastic CTOD range (𝛿𝑝) evolution with the effective load range (R = 0.01). 
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From the curves of the 18Ni300 material in Figure 4.16, is possible to observe, as expected, that 

the FCGR increases with the 𝛿𝑝, but the curves are moving up with the increase of the stress ratio 

(R). This small occurrence happens due to errors when modelling 𝛿𝑝 and 𝑑𝑎/𝑑𝑁. It should not 

happen, because it was already proved that the 𝑑𝑎/𝑑𝑁-𝛿𝑝 curves are independent from the stress 

ratio [Antunes et al, 2016; Vasco-Olmo et al, 2018]. For a better comparison, different 𝑑𝑎/𝑑𝑁-𝛿𝑝 

curves were also plotted for different materials, showing that the FCGR of 18Ni300 SLMed 

material is higher than for the other listed materials, for the same 𝛿𝑝, see Figure 4.16. 

 

Figure 4.16: Comparison of FCGR behaviour with the plastic CTOD range, 𝛿𝑝, for different 

materials. 

 

There are two different procedures proposed by the ASTM E647 standard to determine 

experimentally the fatigue crack growth threshold (∆𝐾𝑡ℎ), but they are quite laborious and time 

consuming. Due to these, two numerical solutions for ∆𝐾𝑡ℎ for two different load cases are 

presented here, based on numerical simulated values of plastic CTOD. The respective numerical 

curves of FCGR versus plastic CTOD are depicted in Figure 4.17, achieving the ∆𝐾𝑡ℎ around 

11.2 MPa√𝑚, corresponding to the case when the ∆𝐾 is progressively decreasing until the plastic 

CTOD equals zero (𝛿𝑝 = 0). It is possible to observe that the numerical model is robust because 

the ∆𝐾𝑡ℎ value is practically the same for both simulated load cases. For better clarity it was 

plotted the experimental fatigue crack growth threshold curve from the research of Appendix I. 

When comparing both threshold values, experimental (5.2 MPa√𝑚) and the simulated 

(11.2 MPa√𝑚) one, there is more than twice the difference, that could be justified due to the 

effect of the environment. 
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Figure 4.17: Numerical determination of ∆𝐾𝑡ℎ = 11.2 MPa√𝑚, for 2 different cases, based on 

numerical prediction of plastic CTOD versus load plots, and comparison with the experimental 

value of 5.2 MPa√𝑚. 

4.5. Fracture Surface Analysis 

 The fracture surfaces, which are a consequence of the tests run under load control mode to 

achieve 𝑑𝑎 𝑑𝑁⁄ -∆𝐾 curves in as printed 18Ni300 alloy, were analysed by SEM. It was possible to 

observe on the as built specimens that the fatigue fracture occurred mainly between the deposited 

layers, layer boundaries, and sometimes creating steps with the thickness of 1 or 2 grains. Where 

the bonds between layers are stronger, the crack goes through the grains, called by transgranular 

mode. The tests run with an applied load normal to the layer growth, the weakest material 

resistance [Luecke et al, 2014], originating an irregular crack path, zigzag crack (see Figure 4.18 

a), with a higher surface roughness and failure by cleavage without significant plastic 

deformation. 

Regarding the heat-treated 18Ni300 specimen, the crack path propagates in a very distinct way. It 

is mainly growing on a relative planar and straight path, growing predominantly through the layer 

on a transgranular mode, as expected from the better homogenization and coherence of the 

microstructure, see Figure 4.18 b). 

[µm]

[
]
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Figure 4.18: Microscopy of fracture crack path of 18Ni300 SLMed material in as printed 

condition (a) and after precipitation hardening heat treatment (b). 

  

The fracture surface changed the direction/plane resulting from an applied overload at the ∆𝐾 

baseline value of 18 MPa√𝑚 and with an OLR = 2, as can be observed in Figue 4.19 for as built 

and for heat-treated specimens. The observed smoother region corresponds to the stable crack 

propagation and the peel off of the layer corresponds to the moment when the overload is applied. 

 

Figure 4.19: SEM of fracture surfaces in the transient regime, resulted from an applied single 

overload in the 18Ni300 SLMed material in as printed condition (a) and after precipitation 

hardening heat treatment (b). 

 

 

 

a) b)

a) b)
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5. Conclusion and Future Works 

The so-called 3D Printing technologies are being proven for industrial applications and with time 

conquering their space on the workshop’s floor. Their applications are increasing according to the 

availability of the materials and to the confidence in the systems and the technology. The 

complexity comes when the same 3D printer could be producing components for strongly 

regulated markets, like the aviation and medic industries, or for small objects with “no” risk 

associated with ludic applications. Like this, there is still the need to correctly assess the 

technologies versus materials versus applications performance and the need for research work 

that could make the knowledge gap narrower, enabling the possibility for new applications, and 

more specifically the confidence in the SLM/LPBF technology. 

From the present research work and considering that the specimens were assessed in the as built 

condition, unless a different condition is stated, and processed by the SLM technology from AISI 

18Ni300 powder material, the following main conclusions can be drawn;  

• The main consequence of the scan speed increase from 200 to 400 and to 600 mm/s 

during the SLM process was to reduce the energy density input, inducing porosity and 

affecting the mechanical properties of the SLMed material, reducing tensile strength, 

stiffness and strain at failure. Given the poor quality of the material obtained at 400 and 

600 mm/s, subsequent studies were carried out with a scanning speed of 200 mm/s. Other 

defects were detected even for the best density at 200 mm/s, like, lack of penetration and 

unmolten particles, favouring the crack nucleation process. 

• The AISI 18Ni300 powder material formed using the SLM process achieved good 

monotonic mechanical properties similar to the casting material and independent from the 

post heat-treatment. Regarding hybrid specimens composed of casted standard materials, 

AISI H13 and AISI 420, as substrate/support to the build/SLM material, the stiffness 

increased around 7% at the cost of the strain at failure that decreased around 61%. 

• The fatigue damage of the SLMed material is controlled by strain range and has a slightly 

softening behaviour for strain amplitudes higher than 0.5% and reducing after 1.2%. 

• The hybrid specimens’ formulations, AISI H13 and AISI 420, have slightly worse fatigue 

behaviour than the fully SLMed material, but no defects were detected on SLMed’s 

material interfaces. 
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• The SLMed processing of the 18Ni300 powder under the current conditions, induced 

tensile residual stress (mean value: 220 MPa), being higher in the specimen periphery.  

• Crack nucleation is always happening on surface or subsurface defects, like unmolten 

particles and voids, but it was delayed for the heat-treated specimens, due to its influence 

on the microstructure refinement and homogeneity. 

• Miner’s law is suitable for predicting fatigue lives under block loadings for the full 

SLMed and hybrid specimens with substrates made from (AISI H13 and AISI 420), with 

an error lower than 10% and even being conservative for the hybrid formulations. 

• Under a low-cycle fatigue regime, the SLMed material, presented a slight strain-softening 

behaviour and a non-linear response for the elastic and plastic regime, being possible to 

model its life using the total strain energy density, which is irrespective of the strain rate. 

• Rupture always happened in the SLMed material independent from the specimen 

formulation and testing conditions. For the hybrid CT specimens, with substrates of AISI 

H13, AISI 420 and AISI CK45E alloys, the crack propagated at a distance around 150 to 

200 microns from the interface. 

• The mean stress has a slightly influence on the FCGR for the SLMed specimens, 

including the hybrid formulation using the AISI 420 substrate, in the stable Paris regime. 

The effect of the mean stress was evident when approaching the critical ∆𝐾 value, the 

material’s fracture toughness.   

• For transient regimes after applying single overloads on CT hybrid specimens (substrate: 

AISI H13, AISI 420 and AISI CK45E), the crack closure effect was very similar, in 

reality no crack closure was detected, instead, a retardation phenomenon that could be 

explained by the detected crack path bifurcation was detected. The crack retardation 

effect response increased when increasing the number of overloads per block, 10 and 100 

respectively. 

• Fully SLMed and heat-treated CT specimens have an increased resistance to the fatigue 

crack nucleation and propagation, when compared with the as printed ones. On the other 

hand, the heat treated ones have a retardation effect significantly lower than the ones in as 

printed condition, especially, for low ∆𝐾 baseline values. 

In summary, the AISI 18Ni300 powder alloy can be successfully processed by the SLM 

technology and used to manufacture mechanical components or hybrid ones. The post process 

heat-treatment is recommended to improve the microstructure and reduce the residual stresses, 

increasing the fatigue performance of the component. On the other hand, it was demonstrated that 
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it was possible to assess and estimate the fatigue life performance of this specific AISI 18Ni300 

alloy processed by the SLM technology under the current parameters and using the traditional 

methodology. 

Due to the new developments in the SLM technology, the availability of new materials, and the 

option of doping powders that are brought to light every day, it is suggested that the following 

research lines be addressed: 

• Design of fatigue curves of doped maraging stainless tool steel at high temperatures and 

its interaction with creep for a better understanding of its potential applications and 

limits. 

• Influence of doped maraging stainless tool steel powder on the SLM process and its 

mechanical, fatigue and tribological properties, with the intention of increasing the wear 

resistance. 

• Design and fatigue assessment of composites with metallic matrix, sandwich like, 

reinforce with glass, kevlar and carbon fibres. 

• Research on the joining of different classes of materials using the SLM technology in 

order to remove bonding compounds and fasteners, e.g., between metal alloys and 

ceramics, and metals alloys and polymers. This could lead to improved joints reducing 

the final component weight, improving its structural integrity or life span.   

• Fatigue design curves of metamaterials formed by light weight and functional structures, 

and how to simplify the problems to enable these highly complex structures to be 

numerically simulated based on an everyday or industrial practice. 
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